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P R E F A C E  
B 

The following material was collected while the author was en- 
gaged in social anthropological field work among the Pathan 
(Pukhtun) tribes of Swat State and Malakand Agency, N.W.F.P., 
Pakistan. This work was supported by a grant from the Norwegian 
Research Council. 

The Pathans of Swat represent the point of a north-eastward 
thrust of speakers of Iranian languages, and probably spread into 
the Swat area in successive waves between 800 and 1500 A. D. 
(Stein 1929). Swat State has, however, extended its control also over 
the territories of Indus and Swat Kohistan, inhabited by various 
distinct peoples, speaking languages of the Indian group and some- 
times referred to as Dardic peoples (Linguistic Survey of India). 
Partly from an interest in the historical and ecologic relations be- 
tween these two groups of peoples, partly because the Kohistan 
populations are tied to the Pathans of Swat through a political dual 
division into two grand alliances, which unite factions across the 
ethnic border, I embarked on a brief survey of the Kohistan peoples 
of Swat State. 

The following pages summarize information gathered on a three 
week trip in July-August 1954 through the areas in question, 
preceeded by exploratory interviews with a few Kohistani travellers 
and informed Pathans in Swat. I venture to publish this fragmen- 
tary and preliminary material only in view of the extreme lack of 
published ethnographic material from the area - to my knowledge 
limited to the summary treatment in Biddulph (1 880), who did 
not himself visit the area. Sir Aurel Stein who, in 1941, was the 



first European traveller to traverse Indus Kohistan gives (Stein 
1942) geographical and historical information only. In that area, 
I partly followed his footsteps, and partly had the rare pleasure 
of being the first European to visit some valleys. From Swat Kohi- 
stan - more readilly accessible and frequently visited by Westerners 
- ethnographic accounts are limited to Biddulph ( 1880) and occa- 
sional comments by Stein (1928, 1929). 

My information was collected through formal interviews and in- 
formal conversations with a number of individuals in each area - 
predominantly locals, but also, where their administrative experience 
was particularly relevant, with the appointed officers of Swat State. 
In the brief time a t  my disposal, it was not always possible to control 
the information given - the following must thus be regarded as 
preliminary, to be superseded in the event of intensive field work in 
the area. Almost all information was collected directly from speakers 
of Pashto, the lingua franca of the area. Only in Patan was the gene- 
ral knowledge of this language limited enough to cause some incon- 
venience, and necessitate the use of an interpreter in one or two 
cases. My own knowledge of Pashto was at the time fair; but to 
eliminate all posibility of misunderstanding during the rapid col- 
lecting of material from a totally unfamiliar culture, I was assisted 
by Aurangzeb of Parona, at present a student of Peshawar Univer- 
sity and a fluent English speaker. 

My thanks go first of all to H. R. H. the Wali of Swat for 
offering me all facilities on this trip, and to His Chief Secretary, 
Ata Ullah Khan, for helping me in my preparations. Further, my 
thanks are due to all the Wali's appointed administrators, and among 
them most particularly to the Hakim Sahib of Patan, who invari- 
ably received me with the most gracious hospitality. In spite of the 
efforts of the Mali and his officials, however, travel through these 
areas must necessarily involve one in considerable discomforts and 
hardships; and I am indepted to Aurangzeb of Parona and Kash- 
mali, my servant, for their patient struggles in what they regarded 
as the most terrible of countries. For my own part, the magnificence 
of nature and glimpses into an extraordinary culture offered ample 
compensations for such discomforts as were inevitable. 
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Map.  I. - Northern Pakistan and India. Broken line - limits of area surveyed. 
Dotted line - limits of Dardic languages. 



Map. 11. Area surveyed. 
close and open stipple - area occupied by ICohistai-speaking people, W. and E. 

dialect respectively 
close diagonal hatching - area occupied by Giwri-speaking people 
open diagonal hatching - area occupied by Torwili-speaking people 
G - permanent Gujar settlements 
unshaded areas - in part utilized as summer pastures by nomadic Gujars. 



I N T R O D U C T I O N  

AREA: 
Swat and Indus Kohistan constitutes a broken and wild mountain 

area drained by the headwaters and upper tributaries of the Swat 
river, and divided by the Indus river from the great bend, where 
it turns from flowing north-westward and passes southward through 
a deep gorge, to where the mountains start receeding from its banks 
as it enters Buner. These mountains are deeply cut by a number of 
short valleys, carrying tributary streams to the Indus and Swat 
rivers. The Indus drainage area is characterized by the greatest 
extremes in relief, from mountain peaks of 18-19 000 ft. to the 
bottom of the Indus gorge, at less than 3000 ft .  altitude, and by 
valleys where sheer rock faces rise unbroken for several thousand 
feet. The valey bottom in Swat Kohistan descends from perhaps 
8000 ft. altitude near the headwaters to 4000 f t .  where it emerges 
from its gorge Bahrein, the southernmost Swat Kohistani village. 
Thus, though surrounded by mountains of equal height to those of 
Indus Kohistan, the relief is somewhat more moderate, and the valley 
is characterized in its upper parts by a broader, more U-shaped 
profile. 
- 

Kohistan is also characterized by extremes in temperature - from 
permanent snow and ice in the mountains and high passes to sum- 
mer temperatures of 11 O 0  F. by the Indus, and with daily fluctu- 
ations in the high valleys in July-August from mid-day tempera- 
tures of near 100° F. to night frost. Precipitation is moderate, and 
falls mainly in the winter, as snow. The area lies on the very edge, 
with Northern Indus Kohistan entirely outside, of the monsoon 



area of summer rain. Due to meltwater from the large snow reserves, 
streams and rivers are however flooded all summer. The lowlying 
areas around the Indus are characterized by scrub and thorn forests 
of palora (a thorny, flowering tree), while the rest of the area, up 
to ca. 10 000 ft. altitude, supports dense deodar and pine forests 
wherever the slope is not too steep. Above 10 000 ft., a few pine- 
trees, and occasional groves of birch, may be seen, though at such 
altitudes, up to the snowline (15-16 000 ft.) the scant earth is 
mostly covered by thick, short grass, moss, and innumerable flo- 
wers in the brief summer season. 

COMMUNlCATIONS: 
Communications are problematical, especially in Indus Kohistan. 

Most transport is by foot, though a recently constructed path, carry- 
ing the traveller on changing galleries). along the foaming Indus, 
is by donkey or mule caravan up to Seo. Where the main 
river is not followed, or in travelling between Indus and Swat Kohi- 
stan, the critical passes range between 14 000 and 16 000 ft. in alti- 
tude, and are never free of snow. 

Swat Kohistan may be reached and traversed more easily, either 
along the jeep road constructed by the Wali from the end of the 
motor road at Bahrein and nearly to Kalam, or across the low pass 
(ca. 11 000 ft.) connecting Kalam with the northern areas of Dir 
state. A very high pass, supposedly some 17 000 ft., connects Swat 
Kohistan with Chitral State to the North. I t  appears rarely to have 
been used. 

ETHNIC GROUPS: 
Indus and Swat Kohistan are inhabited by several distinct ethnic 

groups: the Kohista~ti proper of Indus Kohistan, subdivided into 
two dialect groups who disclaim any genetic relationship to each 
other; the Gawri in the north and the Torzuali in the south of Swat 
Kohistan, these three all being what has been called Dardic (Ling- 
uistic Survey of India), i. e. old Indo-Aryan speaking peoples; 
Pashto-speaking people, ruled by members of saintly families, main- 
ly in the southern parts of Indus Kohistan; and Gujars, some as 



nomadic summer visitors, some in permanent settlements, speakers 
of Pashto or Gujri (a lowland Indian dialect), and mainly found 
in Swat.Kohistan. Finally, two settlements of Badeshi are reported 
to exist in Chakesar just south of Indus Kohistan, presumably be- 
longing to the Dardic group of peoples. 

ROUTE OF TRAVEL: 
In the survey of the above areas, I attempted to maximize mobi- 

lity at the expense of comfort, and was able, thanks to the assistance 
given me by the State authorities, in this way to cover considerable 
territory. One may reach Karorra on the Ghorband-Kana valley 
junction by local bus from Saidu in the course of some hours. From 
there I followed the Ghorband stream down to the Indus at Bisham, 
in Pashto-speaking territory. My route from there followed the 
Indus and later the Duber stream to Duber Fort, all within the W. 
dialect group of Kohistani. From Duber, a footpath leads over a 
low pass to a series of small valleys, together forming the Jijal and 
Patan communities of speakers of the E. dialect of Kohistani. Rather 
than continue through the lower settlements along the Indus, which 
in the summer are nearly abandoned, I then followed the main Patan 
valley up into the heart of the Indus Kohistan mountains through 
the succession of seasonal settlements to the highest mountain pa- 
stures, and on over the Tial (also called Munro) pass, at between 
15 OOO and 16 000 ft. altitude. This divide forms the border be- 
tween the E. and W. dialect areas; crossing it and descending towards 
the Kandia valley bottom, I followed this moderately large tributary 
of the Indus upwards through a major part of its extent, to Gabrial. 
A side valley just belowGabrial leads up to the Matiltan pass, reaching 
some 1 5  000 ft .  altitude, which constitutes the easiest route between 
the Kandia and Swat valleys. The divide corresponds to the border 
between Kohistani and Gawri territory. The Matiltan valley descends 
to  the Gawri settlements of Matiltan and Ushu. Taking this route, 
I continued down the main valley to its point of juncture with 
Gabral river at Kalam, the central Gawri settlement. After visiting 
Utror, on the western tributary, I continued along the Swat river, 
through the Gujar communities Laikot and Peshmal, through the 



section of the valley belonging to the Torwalis, finally reaching 
Bahrein, the southernmost Torwali village, and the northernmost 
point which is reached by motor communications. 

METHOD OF TRAVEL: 
As much of this route was impassable for donkeys, coolies were 

required for all transport. This area being deficient in food, sup- 
plies, (rice, flour, sugar, tea) for the group were carried. Coolies 
were changed between each district I passed through, and their 
number was reduced as the supplies were consumed - from four 
at the start to one on arrival in Bahrein. The administration kindly 
furnished us with an armed guard; of equipment, short of food, 
weapons, and purely personal effects, warm bedding as protection 
against the very low night temperatures was the only necessity. 

The, in part, rather forced marches of the schedule would not 
have been possible to maintain in continuous travel. The days spent 
in communities at interviewing served, however, as rest periods, and 
enabled us to travel more swiftly when on march. Thanks to the 
friendliness of both Pathans and Kohistanis when one meets them 
on the road as fellow travellers, even the days of travel were not 
lost to anthropology. Some of my most useful asistance in grasping 
Kohistani political and social institutions was given by fellow travel- 
lers, coolies, and guards during the strenuous hours of companionship 
on a narrow or non-existant foot-path. 



K O H I S T E I  

NAME: Kohistani or Kohistai. 
Kohistani is a general term in the Pashto language for the non- 

Pathan inhabitants of outlying, mountainous areas. For the group 
in question I was however unable to discover any other name. The 
term Mayan or Mayr, applied to the inhabitants by Biddulph ( 18 8 0)  
and the Linguistic Survey of India, did not seem locally familiar. 
Similarly, the name Killiwal, occasionally given to them (e. g. Hay 
1934) is not a proper ethnic name, meaning merely villager, i. e. 

- - 

in contrast to nomads and strangers. All informants insisted that 
Kohistani, in their own language Kohistai, was the proper name of 

- - 

the group. Alternatively, the name of the district is used as an 
- - 

ethnic appellation, e. g. Duberwal, Patanwal - that is man from 
Duber, Patan. 

,MATERIAL CULTURE 
Houses are constructed from wood and rock. The walls are made 

mainly of rock with occasional horisontal beams embedded in the 
rubble. A flat roof - plastered with mud in the winter dwellings, 
made only as a latticework of branches and twigs, with the leaves 
on them, in the summer camp sites - is supported by the upright 
walls and by one or several transverse beams; the beams are sup- 
ported by pillars. Such pillars are generally carved, in the case of 
mosques, very elaborately. 

Clothing: The fashion is rapidly changing in favor of Pathan 
style. The traditional dress for men consists of (1) a woolen blan- 
ket, carried over the shoulder or wrapped around the body and arms 



as protection against the cold, ( 2 )  baggy pants of heavy material, 
( 3 )  footwear consisting of badly cured goat or calf-skins, wrapped 
around the leg and foot held in place with rope or leather thongs. 
The color of clothes are usually dull and undistinguished. The main 
modification taking place is the adoption of the Pathan style tunic/ 
shirt, and vest. 

Women are dressed in baggy pants under a very long tunic, 
reaching to the knees. The sleeves and breast of the tunic may be 
decorated with silver and shell sequins, and silver or tin edging is 
hammered onto the hem of the skirt. A great amount of jewellry is 
worn on head wrists, and especially around the neck. On top, a 
large piece of cloth is thrown over the shoulders and used by women 
above puberty to cover the body completely on the approach of a 
man. Most women are dressed in black. 

The men frequently shave their heads, and wear a moderately 
short, full beard. Racially, they are readily distinguished from 
Pathans by their darker skin, less robust build, and general simi- 
larity to lowland Indians. 

Weapons: Guns - from a variety of sources, ranging from 
ancient products of Pathan home industry to modern rifles - are 
the main weapon in defence and hunting. The sling is however 
still in use, due to scarcity of guns and cost of ammunition. When 
travelling, most men carry a long-handled, small-headed axe of the 
shape of a halberd. Before the gun, sword and spear, with shield and 
chainmail for protection, were in use. Bow and arrow are identified 
with the pagan way of life, and has supposedly not been used since 
conversion to Islam. 

AREA: 

The Kohistai people occupy the area of the western tributaries 
and west bank of the Indus River between Bisham and Tangir (see 
map), as well as contributing about half the population of the two 
communities Jalk6t and PSlas on the east bank of the Indus. The 



area is generaly known as Aba Sind Kohistin (Indus Kohistan) in 
Swat. The population may be estimated to total some 1 1 000 indi- 
viduals. 

SUBDIVISIONS: 

Kohistai is divided into two local dialects, separating Jijil-Patan- 
Seo and the trans-Indus Kohistai speakers from the remaining com- 
munities. Socio-political units correspond to territorial subdivisions 
of smaller size. Where a compact winter village is found, its in- 
bitants form an autonomous political unit. Where settlement is 
dispersed, territorial units with vague acentersr are defined: 

Compact villages: Lahhr, Bankbtt, Rin61i6, Jijil, Patan, Seo, 
Jalkbt, Pilas. Dispersed habitation: Dub& valley, centering in 
Duber Fort. Lower Kandii, centering in T6ti. Middle Kandii, 
centering in Karang. Upper Kandii, centering in Gabril. 

SETTLELMMENT PATTERN: 

The contrast between compact and dispersed villages pertains only 
to winter dwellings. In the utilization of an area with rather unusual 
characteristics, the Kohistanis practice an extreme form of trans- 
humance, oscillating between altitudes of 2000 and 14 000 feet. Most 
families have 4-1 houses for the different seasons of the year; 
apart from the eight named winter villages, the valleys are charac- 
terized by dispersed settlement, usually in small hamlets. At any 
one time most of the houses in the territory will be uninhabited, 
nearly the whole population being concentrated in the altitude belt 
appropriate to the season. All such hamlets or separate houses are 
called ba'nddas, only the large, compact village is referred to as kjli. 

HISTORY: 

Several of the Chinese pilgrims of the 3rd to 6th Century must, 
from their description of their route, have passed through this way 
(cf Stein 1942, pp 49 ff . ) ;  they were however - maybe not un- 



reasonably - too impressed by the difficulties of travel through 
this nearly impassable area to even mention the local inhabitants. 

According both to Kohistai and Pathan tradition, the population 
remained pagan in religion till fairly recently, some 6-10 gene- 
rations ago, when they were forcibly converted by Pathan zealots, 
led by the holy leaders Akhund Sldiq BlbI, Mian Blqi Blbi, and 
Mian Bib6 (by Pathan genealogies, based on written evidence, 8 
generations removed). Politically, the area remained independent 
after conversion. 

The Yusufzai State of Swat, which was founded in tribal territory 
between 19 19 and 1926, has recently extended its control to include 
the whole of Aba Sind province, completing this annexation in 
1940. Before this, no centralized administration for the area existed 
in recent times, though a certain local chief, Abdus Samad, was able 
by intriguing with the competing states of Swat and Amb, and 
receiving subsidies from both, to gain control of the lower part of 
the west bank of Indus, including the communities of Bannkbtt, 
Lahbr, Bishim Shang, and Kerrei (Karorra valley). The annexation 
by Swat was fairly bloodless and the recent period of administration 
peaceful; this has enabled the Swat Governement to lay telephone 
lines to their military posts and to some extent improve communi- 
cations. Sir Aurel Stein was thus able, as the first European, to 
visit the area in 1941 (Stein 1942). There do not seem to have 
been any other European travellers in the province. 

S U B S I S T E N C E  A N D  E C O N O M Y  

The economy is mixed, based on agriculture as well as livestock. 

AGRICULTURE: 

Staple crops are maize, wheat, barley, and rice; maize is by far 
the most important. The area lies on the very edge of the monsoon 
belt, Kandia valley entirely outside it, so rainfall in the summer is 
at best very slight and erratic. All crops consequently require arti- 



fical irrigation. Water is supplied in plenty by the streams carrying 
meltwater from the snow and glaciers of the high mountains. It  
is deflected in irrigation channels to the fields, at times for consi- 
derable distances, up to one mile or more. In the Kandia mountains, 
even artifical pasture areas are produced by damming and deflec- 
ting the courses of the small streams. The irrigation channels are 
usually simply dug into the hillside and embanked with rock and 
turf; where cliff faces prove difficult to negotiate, the water is 
carried in wooden ducts, suspended from the cliff or supported 
from below by long poles. 

All the utilized land is terraced, both because of the excessive 
angle of the slope and so as to facilitate irrigation. The terrace wall 
is frequently higher than the plot of land is wide. The wall is in- 
variably nearly vertical, built of unworked but well fitted rock. 
Most of the terrace construction was completed in pagan times, 
according to local tradition. 

The fields are plowed by bullocks; the plow is of the same type 
as found in Swat - i t  is made of wood, the point is round in cross 
section and shod with iron. Harvesting techniques were reported 
to be like those of Swat - i. e. with use of saw-toothed sickle, and 
threshing by the oxen trampling the piled rice or wheat; in the case 
of maize, threshing by beating the cobs with round, heavy sticks. 

Rice fields are found in the very lowest parts of the valleys, 
probably no higher than 3000 feet above sea level. Maize is grown 
in the higher fields, in a belt extending up, perhaps, to 8000 feet 
altitude. 

The fertility of the fields is maintained by manuring. 

LlVESTOCK: 
The domesticated animals are buffalo, sheep, goat, cow, chicken, 

donkeys, and mules. Of these, the buff a10 is the main milk producer, 
though cow's and goat's milk are also used. Sheep and goats are 
utilized mainly for their meat and wool. Oxen, cows, and occasio- 
nally other animals are used for plowing and threshing. Chicken are 
not commonly kept. Mules and donkeys are used for transport, 
where the terrain permits. 



TRANSHUMANCE: 

Economic activities are best seen in relation to yearly cycle of 
migration, which might be exemplified by the yearly round of the 
people of Patan. In the spring, the winter village on the bank of 
the Indus is abandoned, after a certain number of nursery   lots for 
rice seedlings have been planted. The population then splits up 
into its major component segments and moves up to the main maize 
agricultural belt, between 4 and 8 thousand feet. This first step 
upward is taken some time around April or May. Here, the fields 

- 

are plowed and the maize planted in the course of the next month 
- 

or so. Around the onset of summer - i. e., the beginning of June 
- 

- the second movement takes place: up to the lower pasture areas, 
at 8 to 12 000 feet. Here the cattle graze until the high pastures close 
to the permanent snowline mature some time in the month of July, 
at which time the majority of the population shifts for the third 
time, to the highest camping sites, marked by very simple rock 
huts or shelters at 12 to 14 000 feet. In the meantime, many or 
most of the men have made a visit to the valley bottom near the 
winter village to do the plowing of the ricefields and the trans- 
plantation of the seedlings to the main fields. Apart from this time, 
only a handful of people, who tend to the irrigation of the rice and 
maize fields, are found in the lowlying areas between spring and 
autumn. 

The season in the high mountain pastures is limited to 40-10 
days, by which time severe nights reduce the pasturage and are 
dangerous for the buffalo. The people then move for the fourth 
time: down to the lower pasture areas, where they can linger yet 
another month. By the end of September, nightly frosts start 
reaching down also to this area, and the maize in the terraced fields 
below is ripe. A fifth move brings the people down to do the har- 
vesting. A part of the crop is transported down to the winter vil- 
lage; the remainder is stored in grains bins at this altitude, to be 
used for seed, and for food in the following spring and summer. 
These grain bins are abandoned unguarded when the population in 
October-November performs its sixth and last migration of the 



year: down to the winter village on the bank of the indus, to harvest 
the rice, and reside till next spring. 

A similar pattern of transhumance characterizes the other Kohistai 
groups. Those occupying the compact winter villages of Ranolii 

18,000' 

15,000' 

Middle JUNE-JULY SEPTEMBER 

OCTOBER 

NOVEMBER-APRIL 
w 

Figure I.: Diagramatic representation of the transhumant cycle in the Patan area, 
Indus Kohistan. 

and Seo move in a fashion identical with Patanwals. In  the Duber 
and Kandia areas, one finds at  least three different zones for diffe- 
rent seasons, but none of these form a concentrated settlement. 

The pattern of periodicity thus enables the population to  utilize 
even the highest-lying part of their territory during its brief period 



of productivity. It also has the advantage of simplifying the corn- 
bination of the agricultural and herding activities. In the period 
while the crop is in the fields, the herds, and with them most of 
the necessary daily work and majority of the population, are found 
up in the mountains, and no problem of fencing of fields or careful 
herding of the animals arises. The pastures that are found on the 
same altitude as the fields can, however, be utilized in the periods 
of seeding and harvesting respectively - which is also when a cer- 
tain amount of animal labor for agriculture is required. 

There is no separate terminology for this series of different settle- 
ments, and no fixed number of them - while one family or group 
may chose to camp in a series of as much as five different places 
in one year, it may be more ~ractical for others, or in other years, not 
to utilize the highest pastures, reducing the series to three. The habi- 
tation sites all have proper names, but are uniformly known as 
binddas. Subcategories of them may be indicated by naming the 
season in which they are inhabited, e. g. pashaka'l bindda - mon- 
soon camps, or by the local valley etc. in which a group of them 
may be situated. 

GRAZING AND HERDING: 

The different bandas and areas owned collectively by kinship 
groups; individuals belonging to the group may freely graze any 
number of animals in the area, or they may individually decide 
not to utilize the area at all that year, and no compensation is paid 
one way or the other. The whole group may however decide to 
sublet their area for one or several years, in which case a rent is 
charged, which is subdivided within the group. 

Around any one camp site, the territory is divided into two cate- 
gories: that particularly well suited to buffalo, in one direction 

- 

from the houses, and the more precipitous parts, in the other direc- 
tion, for cattle, sheep and goats. The latter are driven off in the 
morning in the appropriate direction, and permitted to wander about 
unattended till evening. The buffalo, on the other hand, are herded 



all through the day. This herding duty is divided between the 
different households so that they are responsible for the herd b y  
turns, each one day for every buffalo they own. 

DAIRYING: 

Techniques and equipment for handling milk and milk products 
are very simple. The buffalo is the main source of milk. The person 
milking it squats on the ground and milks into a small container of 
pottery, iron, or tin. The milk is then poured into a very large pot- 
tery container, ranging in size up to as much as, roughly, I I gallons. 
After a day of storing, it turns to mist6 - milk tourned sour and 
firm in texture, a type of yogourt. In this state it forms one of 
the staples of the diet. Butter is produced by rotating a multibladed, 
propeller-like implement in the soured milk - preferably in a 
somewhat smaller container. The butter produced is invariably - 

purified to ghee by repeated melting and skimming. Such clari- 
fied butter, as well as being a basic ingredient in all Kohistani 
cooking, is also the main produce available for marketing. I t  is 

- 

stored in goat-hiders or old petrol tins, and quantities of it are periodi- 
cally brought down to Swat or Allii for sale or barter. 

From the soured milk, a simple form of uncured cheese is also 
produced by pressing in a piece of cloth. The sour milk is wrapped 
in the cloth, placed in a slightly tilted, large and f la t  wooden tray, 
and weighthed down with a large, smooth-rock. Most of the whey 
is thus driven out, while the cheese substance remains; it is then 
promptly eaten, in its fresh state. 

HUNTlNG AND GATHERING: 

The food produced by agricultural and pastoral pursuits it to some 
extent supplemented by gathering of wild plants, and by hunting. 
All ages and both sexes contribute to the gathering activities, mainly 
the collecting of mushrooms in the appropriate seasons, and all 
through the summer collecting of young bracken sprouts, to be 
boiled as a kind of vegetable. 



Hunting is popular, as a sport and pastime, though game is 
scarce. I t  is done with slings and traps, and occasionally with 
firearms, though both guns and ammunition are still quite scarce. 
Finally, a sporadic source of income is woodcutting, in connection 
with larger lumbering projects administered by business families of 
saintly descent, residing in the administered areas of Pakistan. 

D I V I S I O N  O F  L A B O R  

The overwhelming majority of the population in Indus Kohistan 
are subsistence farmers, working in fields which, a t  least tempo- 
rarily, belong to them, and claiming the total crop as their own. 
There is, however, a small minority of specialists of various kinds, 
paid by the remainder of the population in return for their services. 

TENANTS: 

A certain division of labor between the men has already been 
indicated, in that a few individuals remain behind to tend the 
fields and look after the irrigation while the majority of the 
comunity migrates up to the higher areas. These men are called 
tenants (dehqins) . 

The tenants constitute a small group of people with no particular 
skills other than those of the average farmer; they have no local 
rights to land and thus maintain themselves by working for their 
more well-to-do fellows. Most farmers do all the work connected 
with the raising of the crop themselves - short of looking after 
the irrigation in the summer. Some few, however, have enough 
land so they chose to sublet a fraction, or the whole, to one or 
several tenants. The tenant then normally performs all the manual 
labor connected with raising a crop (apart from assistance given 
by the master at the time of harvesting and threshing) but has no 
capital invested in it - seed, tools, and animals are supplied by the 
master. In return for his services the tenant receives I/4 of the crop. 



Where their duties are more limited - such as merely looking after 
the irrigation of the fields in the summer - they are paid in clari- 
fied butter. 

The tenant families are of diverse origins - some belong to the 
lineage resident in the area, but have lost their land by sale or by 
an ancestor having committed a murder and thus been divested 
of his right to own land. Others may be of foreign descent, though 
by now Kohistai-speaking. In Patan, most of them are supposed to 
be the descendants of old captives in war. In Seo, the tenants trace 
their origin from Rhambet (Torwili) in the Swat valley. In Duber, 
some belong to the local lineages, others are of unknown origin. 
Many of the tenants in the Kandi6 valley are called Kashmiris. 

Tenants have no vote in the village council, and are thus politi- 
cally dependent on their masters - but they are free to seek new - 

protectors, they are not tied to particular fields, persons, or locali- 
ties. Their caste status is ambiguous - relating to the basic ambi- 
guity of the whole concept of caste and mariage in the area (cf 
pp. 36 ff) .  The status itself does not seem to imply a necessary 
caste separation; where the tenant belongs to the local lineage, inter- 

- 

marriage seems to take place with the landholders, though the tenant 
is clearly of a lower status than his propertied relatives. In the case 
of families of foreign origin, however, a caste barrier is maintained. 

CRAFTSMEN: 

In addition to the tenants, a variable number of craftsman fami- 
lies are scattered in the area. Each craft is considered the occu- 
pation of a separate qdzim - loosely translatable as caste ( p. 3 6) . 
The blacksmith, carpenter, weaver, barber, and potter are repre- 
sented - of these, the first two skills may be combined in one 
person of either caste. Of all these, only the blacksmith needs to 
be represented locally - carpenter work is frequently done by the 
farmer himself, cloth and pottery may be traded in from outside 
the territory, and a barber is a luxury not considered essential e. g. 
in Ranolii or Duber. 



All these different craftsman families are considered Pathan in 
origin, and most of them speak Pashto as their home language, even 
after innumerable generations of local residence. They form separate 
lineages of fair depth (a genealogy of eight generations was col- 
lected) but limited span. The practitioners of each craft are regarded 
as forming ideally endogamous groups; the farmer population never 
gives women in marriage to them. Theoretically, they may acquire 
land and become farmers, but whether this is a practical possibility 
is doubtful. The craftsmen have no voice in the village council. 

The relation between the blacksmith and the farmers is the only 
one that appears to be standardized in the area. Each smith (or 
rather, smith household, where father and son, or two brothers, 
work together) is responsible for a h articular territory, i. e. section 
of the farming community; he repairs the standard agricultural 
equipment of his whole section and receives a set compensation, 
computed pr. bullock pair, that is, pr. working  low, of 10 seers 
maize and 5 seers wheat pr. year. (a seer is somewhat more than 
two pounds). For extra jobs he is paid in clarified butter. The 
barber of Patan receives 8 lbs grain/family mernber/~ear. 

MIANS: 

In Seo and Patan there is also a small settlement of Mians, i. e. 
persons of saintly family. They are the descendants of Mian B6b6, 
who was instrumental in converting the area to Islam, and are 
Pashto-speaking. They have been given land and become local 
farmers, but occupy a special status because of their religious and 
magical status, and due to the caste barrier they maintain towards 
all other groups. A special relationship is also maintained between 
Patan and the descendants of Akhund Bib6, who also figured 
prominently in the history of conversion. His descendants live main- 
ly in the Pathan village of Kibulgrim, 40 miles lower down the 
Indus. They have the right to collect two pounds of clarified butter 
pr. household pr. year, in thankful remembrance of his zeal in Islam- 
izing Kohistan. 



TRADE: 

The Kohistani communities depend on a certain amount of trade 
to secure some essential products, mainly salt, iron, and some textiles, 
as well as various luxury items (Such a standard trade item as tea 
has not yet penetrated to Kohistan, and only reached the neighboring 
Pathan areas some 30 years ago). Much of this trade is carried on 
by the Kohistani farmers themselves, trudging for many days over 
the high passes and along the foaming Indus to sell, buy, or bax,ter 
in the bazars of Swat. The nearest bazar is in Kar6rra at the termina- 
tion of the motorable road from Ming6ra. This bazar counts 50-60 
booths - but most Kohistanis who make the trip prefer to continue 
on to the main bazar of Ming6ra. 

A fair amount of goods is also carried on the newly constructed 
track along the Indus up to Seo, by the mule caravans of Pathan 
traders of the Pir ichi  caste. 

Most of the trade is financed by the sale of clarified butter, or 
by the profits gained on carrying spices from Tangir (N. of Kandia) 
to the bazar. Occasionally, though unwillingly, Kohistanis also seek 
work in the richer areas of Swat and return with their profits in 
the form of goods. Some money may also be brought into the 
area by the few individuals who have sought work in the admini- 
stered areas of Pakistan. 

WEALTH: 

These varous activities and the pattern of division of labor pro- 
duce fair differences in wealth within the local community. Thus 
in Duber, the richest man owns enough land to employ 8-10 
tenants. In the community of Patan, six or eight individuals are 
wealthy enough to have lands employing 3-4 tenants; such persons 
were estimated to own some 5 0  sheep, 20 cattle, and 10 buffalo, 
while the average pr. household was estimated as ranging around 
3 - 4  buffalo, 8 cows and oxen, and maybe 20 sheep and goats. 
The basis for the difference in size of maximal land holdings in 
Duber and Patan are discussed below, p. 



P O L I T I C A L  O R G A N I Z A T I O N  

Political groups and subdivisions are defined by three main cri- 
teria: descent; a working political alliance; and coinmon ownership 
of a territory and thus coresidence. Though there is a tendency to 
use the idiom of kinship when discussing political structure, this 
does not always hold true, and criteria for political affiliations of 
a purely non-kinship type, such as standing friendship between 
persons or groups, or pure political opportunism, are freely ver- 
balized and accepted. This has led, in the past, to the establishment 
of common territorial rights for groups not closely related by des- 
cent. In such cases, no fictional kinship need be developed, since 
the political alliance in itself legitimizes co-ownership. But since the 
concepts of grouping and rights to land are largely those of descent 
and inheritance, these exceptions are not emphasized. Thus different 
criteria exist, but their logical interrelation appears to be unresolved. 
Both the discovery and description of the main features of political 
organization is therefore problematical. In the following, I shall first 
outline the descent groups and their segments, together with their 
genealogical charters, and later relate this to the territorial organi- 
zation and land ownership, before finally suggesting the mode in 
which the political organization functions, and the contemporary 
pattern of factional alliances. 

DESCENT GROUPS: 

The Kohistai population is subdivided into a number of segmen- 
tary patrilineal lineages with a complex genealogical charter. These 
lineages, on any recognized level of segmentation, are called khkls, 
and generally bear the name of the apical ancestor of the segment. 
Most of them form localized groups with defined and exclusive 
rights to land. Let it be emphasized that these groups are not 
exogamous; there is on the contrary a general preference for en- 
dogamy. 

The genealogical charters show none of the regularity and sim- 
plification usually found with African lineage systems; in this re- 



spect they are more similar to the Arab - and Biblical - genealogies. 
They frequently enumerate links connecting a father to his only son 
- of no structural significance for the segmentation of the group. 
The genealogies are of considerable depth; thus one informant was 
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Figure 2.: Genealogy of major political groups in E. Kohistai area, showing varia- 
tions in depth (Eder khel and Serkan khel) and in pattern of segmentation 

(Seowal and Kasho khel). 

able to  ennumerate the names of 17 generations of ascending an- 
cestors. Even longer genealogies have been collected in neighboring 
areas (Morgenstierne 19 5 0) from Afghan and Chitrali Kifirs, con- 
taining as much as 54 generations, and showing agreement in genea- 



logics from widely separated places up towards the 30th generationr. 
They are all based on purely oral traditions. 

Eastern group: The people of the Patan area - speakers of the 
- 

eastern dialect of Kohistai - disclaim any relationship with their - 

neighbors in Duber-Kandia, and trace their origin from a pre- 
Moslem Arab king named Zukum. On the other hand, the Tor- 
wilis of the Swat valley are regarded as related, as they are descen- 
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Figure 3 . :  Genealogy of major political groups in W. Kohistai area, and pattern of 
internal segmentation of Mullah khel. 

ded from a younger son of Zukum. This linkage between the two 
peoples was also alleged by the Torwhlis. Evidently some such 
relationship was also indicated to Biddulph (1880, p. 69). Their 
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Arab descent gives them a claim to prestige in relation to the other 
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Kohistai, who are only Ajam, i. e. non-Arab Moslem. A discussion 
of some of the mythological history connected with the genealogy 
is given in Appendix 11. Suffice it to say that conversion to Islam 
supposedly took place at the point of most significant segmentation, 
i. e. in the lifetime of the apical ancestors of the main localized 
lineages ( ~ d e r  khC1, Kasho khC1, etc.). 



Western group: This is also the case for the western group in 
Duber-Kandia: conversion took place at the time of Bibl Ji, Shirrni, 
and Kandi. These genealogies, however, lack the unifying super- 
structure of the eastern genealogy, and the several apical ancestors 
remain unconnected. Some type of relationship was agreed to exist 
between Shirrni and Kandi, the last king of the area, but no one 
could give particulars. Similarly, Ddidd is supposed to have been 
the sister's son of Kandi, but no one was able to give any informa- 
tion on his father's name or origin. The genealogies given were 
claimed to exhaust the available historical information, and no one 
felt any ambarassment about their unresolved features. 

Segmentation: The major descent groups are internally segmen- 
ted; e. g. Kash6 khkl into two subdivisions, each of which is again 
subdivided into three, which in turn consist of several households. 
Such segments, down to the household level, retain considerable 
political autonomy. Indeed, it might be more appropriate to regard 
the households as autonomous units, which form alliances - fre- 
quently, but not exclusively - along the lines of patrilineal af- 
filiation. 

The household generally consists of no more than an elementary 
family of father, mother, and their unmarried or newly married 
children, but may occasionally include closely related individuals, 
or even maintain its unity as a small extended family. 

LAND OWNERSHIP: 

The system of land ownership has been changing rapidly in the 
Kohistan area, and for an understanding of the present relations 
between lineages and territories it is necessary to consider these chan- 
ges. The outstanding feature of the system was the practice of 
periodic re-allotment of land - a system also found among the 
Pathans of the Swat valley - which persisted to some degree till 
it was banned by the Wali of Swat in 1948, and permanent settle- 
ment was enforced. 

The system of re-allotment: The principle on which this system 
is based is quite simple, and occurs also among other Indo-European 



speaking peoples (Pathans, Baluchis, ancient Celtic and German 
tribes). The descent group owns the rights to land in common, 
and the problem is to achieve an equitable distribution between its 
component members. Since no two plots of land are really identical, 
a semipermanent division can never be fully satisfactory. Instead, the 
land is subdivided into blocks corresponding to the segments of the 
descent group, and each segment occupies each in alternate or rota- 
ting fashion. Thus each segment will, by the completion of the cycle, 
have occupied all the different areas an equal length of time, and full 
equality is ensured. Within each segment, land may be subdivided 
into lots according to the size of the household, or, as among the 
Pathans, according to the adult male's traditional share of the total. 
Thus, a person does not own particular fields, but a specified fraction 
of the comrnond land of his lineage segment, and at the end of each 
standard period, he moves with his segment to a new locality allotted 
to it, where he again is allotted fields corresponding to his share of 
the total, to be utilized in the next period. In the same way, not 
land, but a specified share of the common lands is passed on as 
inheritance from father to son. 

The tendency in the Kohistai area has been towards more and more 
permanent settlement and division of land. Thus, shortly before the 
memory of the older informants, all land was held on this tempo- 
rary basis; while at the time of enforced settlement by the Wali of 
Swat, only a part of the agricultural area - but all the summer 
grazing areas - were subject to re-allotment. There is also a slight 
regional difference, in that the system has been more completely 
abandoned in Duber, where no one I met was able to explain satis- 
factorily how it functioned and the young men seemed totally un- 
familiar with the principle; while informants in Kandia were more 
aware of it and able to expound it; and in Patan fairly large areas 
were still held on these terms in 1948. 

RELEVANCE TO PRESENT DISTRIBUTION O F  LINEAGES: 

According to informants in Kandii, the whole area of Kandia- 
Duber belonged in a single scheme of rotation less than hundred 



years ago'). Land was re-alloted every fourth or fifth year, a t  which 
time the lineage segments occupying Kandii moved to Duber, and 
those in Duber moved to Kandii. However, a group at present re- 
siding in Kandia created a feud by burning a house in Duber; the 

spread and many people were killed. Thus a basic rift was 
created between the two main political factions of that time, and 
cooperation between them broke down - the one remaining in 
Duber, the other in Kandii. Since this separation was caused by an 
actual political conflict, and not the result of an ordered and peace- 
ful division, political alliances, rather than purely genealogical con- 
siderations, were decisive for where each segment settled. Therefore, 
the Mullah khel partly resides in Duber, partly in the Middle Kandii 
valley, the Shidom khel is found partly in Lower and Upper Kan- 
dii, partly in Duber, etc. 

In other words, the repeated division of the lands between dif- 
ferent lineages and their segments generates factionalism. The inte- 
rests of each segment has to be re-asserted every fifth year in 
rivalry with related groups of the same level of segmentation; and 
consequently, alliances of mutual support are sought with more 
distantly related segments of the same level, i. e. alliances are estab- 
lished between groups which individually never stand in opposition 
to each other in the lineage system. A similar effect may be ob- 
served among the Pathans of the Swat valley. Rights to land thus 
become a matter of power politics and factionalism rather than 
genealogy and inheritance; and in time territorial groups are created 
which to some extent cross-cut the larger genealogically defined 
units by the members of a faction fusing their shares. 

The periodic re-allotment continued within the separate areas of 
Duber and Kandii, but apl.lied to a progressively smaller and smaller 

This is indirectly confirmed by evidence from a settlement of Pathans in 
J i g  in the Duber valley (see p. 45).  When discussing the legitimacy of their 
purchase of Jig,  four generations ago, they cited a (fabulous) price as the 
purchase sum, and listed persons in Kandii as well as Duber as recipients. How 
residents of Kandii should have land rights in Duber they were unable to explain. 
Doubtless the purchase took place at a time when the land was held in common 
by the lineage of the Duber-Kandii area. 



fraction of the land. At the time of enforced permanent allotment 
only limited fields remained in R6n61i6, none in Duber. All the 
mountain pastures are still, however, held in common and re-allotted 
every twenty years, and in the case of income from it, such as rent 
paid by nomads for grazing or timber merchants for logging rights, 
the share of each family is computed on the basis of the number of 
family members. 

The community of Patan has no traditions of sharing a larger terri- 
tory with any other group. There is, however, agreement that all the 
land of the Patan area was held in common by its citizens in the 
past and periodically re-allotted, but permanent division was made 
for progressively larger and larger areas as time passed, and a t  the 
time of enforced settlement, only a fraction of the lands remained as 
common holdings. The mountain pastures, however, are still held 
on temporary basis. 

Taking the structural implications of the pattern of land owner- 
ship - now largely discontinued - into account, one can better 
understand how the discrepancies between territorial-political units 
and lineage groups can come about, although the idiom of kinship 
and lineage continues to apply in the political field. I t  should now 
be possible to outline the territorial units and describe their politi- 
cal organization. 

TERRZTORIES: 

Hamlets, Wards: Where one finds concentrated winter villages, 
these are divided into separate wards, each inhabited by a major 
lineage group. In the areas of scattered settlement, smaller lineage 
segments with their immediate dependents and political allies tend 
to cluster in hamlets or districts. For example, in Patan, the Kasho 
khel has its separate ward in the winter village, while each mountain 
camping place is exclusively allotted to one or two of its component 
six segments. The subterritories have clearly defined borders and 
correspond roughly in size or economic value, since they were - or, 
in the case of mountain pasture areas, still are - the territorial units 
in the syste-m of temporary allotment. 



TERRITORIES RESIDENT LINEAGES A N D  CASTES 
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A D M I N I S T R A T I V E  BODIES:  
The standard procedure whenever a decision must be reached or 

a group must act as a corporate unit is to constitute a <<council, 
( j e r g a ) ,  and through discussion reach agreement and a ~ l a n  of 
actit 9. The corporate nature of action of any kind is thus ver- 
b .  ".expressed in the terms that there was a ujirgao, and so-and-so 
action followed on the discussions. In matters of political admini- 
stration, the procedure is formalized in terms of recognized represen- 
tatives meeting in a village council, to correspond to a highly for- 
mal ideal of administrative processes. 

Patan: Thus in the village or territory of Patan, there is a central 
council (g (h)  ira jerga) of 12-1 3 members (zitwin).  This council 
also has a clerk or agent (kotwil), who is of poor family and has 
no vote in the council or political powers of any kind, but who in 
return for a set remuneration serves as messenger, informs the coun- 
cil members of time and place of meeting, etc. Before the conquest 
by Swat, the council had a separate fortified tower in the winter vil- 
lage of Patan. Decisions of the council are definitive and must be fol- 
lowed; where basic agreement can not be reached by the council 
members, the matter is postponed, and informal discussions and 
<<deals)> are arranged, in preparation for reintroducing the topic at a 
later meeting. 

The members sit in the village council as the recognized represen- 
- 

tatives of segments of the three major lineages - or rather, of the 
- 

political groups of which these lineage segments form the core, they 
thus speak also for the allies and clients of the segment, rather than 
for the strictly genealogically defined group. A man is selected to 
represent his group for his oratorical and argumentative abilities and 
is exchanged the moment he loses the confidence of the group he 
should represent. In actual fact, he seems to be exchanged often, 
most informants said every one or two years, unless he emerges as 
the unchallenged speaker and leader of the group. Since he'is the 
elected representative of a recognized group, there are no formal 

- 

restrictions to candidacy - e. g. as in the rest of the area, a require- 
- 

ment that he must own land: In addition to the three lineages, 
- 

the community of Mians has a seat in the council. 



The central council, in its formal assumptions, presupposes the 
existance of smaller, less formalized councils of each of the groups 
represented; thus each of the 13 members must be appointed or 
acclaimed by a council meeting of the members of the group he is to 
represent. Similarly, the smooth functioning of the central council 
presupposes less formal meetings within and between its component 
factions. 

A man may call a meeting of - or, to translate the idiom, 
- any council in which he has a right to speak at any 

time. If he is calling the central council, he does so through the 
kotwil agent; smaller groups are collected by himself or his de- 
pendent male relatives - brothers, sons, etc. The only corporate 
group which can act without a preceeding council discussion is the 
household, in which the senior man has unquestioned authority. Patan 
consists of some 3 00 such relatively speaking autonomous house- 
holds; the system of councils functions to coordinate them into 
corporate groups of varying size and composition. 

Duber-Kandii: There is a clear difference between the east and 
west dialect areas in their formal political organization - compared 
to Patan, the western area is more segmented and autocratic. In the 
words of a highly travelled mullah, our companion for several days 
accross the Patan-Kandii pass: uIn Patan everyone is equal; here 
in Kandii, Subhidar Sahib is the leader of the whole valley., The 
crux of the difference lies in the greater emphasis given to descent 
and seniority in the Duber-Kandii area. The son of a leader should, 
unless he proves himself unable to wield the authority, succeed his 
father to leadership; and the senior son is regarded as the proper 
successor. In every lineage on every level of segmentation, a senior 
line will thus split off and he vested with a particular position of 
authority, and a hierarchy of leaders is produced, each claiming 
authority over larger and more inclusive descent groups. However, 
lacking in any sacred sanctions or political machinery to maintain 
his position, the area controlled by any leader is limited in practice 
by factional activity. Thus the theory of senior line autocracy can 
only be realized in part, and is complimented and modified by the 
institutionalization of councils. All the men of .moderates seniority 



in Duber thus meet in a common council of ideally 20 members, 
which has the power to make decisions. The members are thus not 
elected and delegated; they refer to qualifications of descent and 
seniority, and thus recognize differences in status between them- 
selves. Only persons who own land sit in the council. While the 
councils of Patan are colleges of equals, speaking for groups, the 
councils of the Duber-Kandi6 area councils of the elite, speaking 
for themselves, and their followers. Considering the role of these 
councils in allotting land to lineage segments and individuals, it is 
only to be expected that the emphasis on senior lines is correlated 
with considerable differences in wealth. Thus, the senior leader of 
the Mullah khel in Duber has 10 tenants, while the richest members 
of the Patan community have land for no more than 3 4  tenants. 

Members of the central council are called ze'tan. The council has 
no fixed meeting-place, though a conveniently located mosque is 
frequently chosen. 

RELIGIOUS LEADERS: 

The mullahs constitute a status group that has a somewhat in- 
congruous political position. Essentially, they are moslem cpriests, 
- persons who have, through studies and dedication, achieved a 
knowledge of theology and ritual, and have been formally invested 
and given a diploma by an older mullah. Such mullahs, and their 
pupils (tilib or marid) are, by their knowledge of religion and law, 
regarded by many as particularly competent in political matters. 
In the Patan area, these religious qualifications can to some extent 
be assimilated with other qualifications in chosing elected represen- 
tatives to the councils. But in the Duber-Kandia area, where cri- 
teria of descent and seniority dominate, the claims of religious leaders 
are not adaptable to the political structure. Thus mullahs with their 
followers remain outside the formal structure, but are none the less 
organized as groups around leaders, and their political qualifications 
are fairly widely recognized. They then tend to form pressure 
groups, and are active as controlling and retributive agents. Thus, 
where injustice has been done, and, due to political intrigue in the 



councils, no action is taken, a group of tilibs frequently catch the 
culprit and beat him soundly with sticks, or, in more extreme cases, 
burn his house and drive him out of the territory. Even quite pro- 
minent leaders have thus been tyranized and forced to submit to 
the control of some prominent mullah. 

FACTIONS: 

Political alliances within each territory or council area are com- 
plex and constantly fluctuating, and are usually arranged in rela- 
tion to particular odealsr . The over-all alignment of communities 
over larger territories is a different matter. Here, the whole Kohi- 
stan area is tied with the Pathan areas of Swat - and further - 
in an all-pervasive system of two great alliances or factions (dola) .  
Most Pathan communities are politically mixed, i. e. internal fac- 
tionalism and external alliances are closely interrelated. This is not 
true to the same extent in Kohistan; in terms of the two large 
alliances, Patan belongs totally to the one, Duber to the other, 
while the Kandi6 valley is split between the two, with no clear 
division of territory between them. Open warfare frequently took 
place between the two alliances before the area was pacified by 
Swat's government; consequently, the Kandii valley, where both 
parties co-existed, is studded with the crumbling remains of forti- 
fied towers, while these are more rare in the Duber and Patan areas. 

CENTRIFUGAL AND CENTRIPETAL FORCES: 

With the introduction of external government by Swat state, 
certain changes were initiated or accelerated in the Patan community. 
The compact winter village, and especially its division into wards, 
is slowly dissolving. At  the time of full autonomy and temporary 
allotment of land, it was necessary to remain physically close to 
one's political fellows - both for the sake of defence, and to protect 
one's interests within the group. With permanent settlement of 
land the establishment of a police post, a movement has started 
away from the village, and new houses are being erected close to 



fields. Both the motives of efficiency and privacy were cited as 
an explanation of this tendency - in the six months of winter 
residence, gne was right by one's own fields, and also away from 
the gossip and intrigue of the village. Thus, though factionalism 
and insecurity in one situation served to tie members closer together 
in a compact village, this same factional activity, in the changed 
situation resulting from permanent land settlement and greater 
physical safety, operates as a centrifugal force. 

CASTES (qounz = nation, group, caste). 

The permission or ban on intermarriage between different descent 
- 

groups carries hierarchical connotations, though no true caste sy- 
stem is found. A very clear distinction is made between the giving 
and receiving of women. Thus women are given in marriage to 
equals and superiors, while they are received in marrige from equals 
and inferiors. What is loseley termed a acaster barrier in the pre- 
sent discussion, is thus a ban against the downward movement of 
women, not against taking a wife from the inferior group. How- 
ever, though latter marriages do occur, they are not the rule, and 
seem to be motivated mainly by considerations of the personal at- 
tractiveness of the women. The caste position of the offspring is 
determined solely by the position of the father. 

Any local group is then composed of several such acastesr; a 
person's caste status is unchangeably determined by the sole crite- 
rion of patrilineal descent; thus the castes constitute hierarchical 
groupings of lineages. The implications of a caste status vary for 
the different groups in the hierarchy - it is convenient to disting- 
uish between the atrues Kohistanis and the Pashto-speakers (see 
table, p. 3 1 ) . 

Persons of the caste status Mian (descendants of Saints) are found 
in some Kohistai communities. They are immigrants of Pathan 
origin and language; their relative position is defined in Pathan 
society a t  the top of the hierarchy. This high position is also claimed 
for them, and accepted by others, in the Kohistan area; they will 



not give women in marriage to any other group, but may marry 
the daughters of their inferiors. The Mullah khel Kohistanis claim 
Mian status (see Appendix I, p. 88)  ; whether this claim is recog- 
nized by Pashto-speaking Mians I do not know. 

The various craftsman families are similarly derived from Pathan 
society and speak largely Pashto. Their position in the caste hierar- 
chy is explicit and universally recognized among Pathans as being 
below landowning farmers. In Swat they give their daughters in 
marriage to higher groups but can not receive women in return. 
In the Kohistan area, however, the craftsmen appear to form a 
virtually completely endogamous group, which neither gives women 
to, nor receives women from, any other group. Only one contrary 
case was discovered, after persistent questioning: a marriage between 
a blacksmith and a Kohistai-speaking woman of a purely tenant 
lineage (the Kashmir khel) which holds no land anywhere in the 
Indus Kohistan area. 

% 

This difference in the marriage practices of craftsmen among the 
Pathans vs. in the Indus Kohistan area may derive from the simi- 
larity in the connotations of hypergamy and the difference in the 
composition of the societies. Among Swat Pathans, landowners 
constitute a small category of families with unquestioned high status; 
among Kohistanis, the bulk of the population is made up of land- 
owning farmers. Furthermore, Pathans have a generally low opinion 
of Kohistanis. It is thus only reasonable that Pathan craftsmen re- 
fuse to recognize the subordination implied in non-reciprocal giv- 
ing of women to common Kohistani farmers; while these in turn 
deny the craftsmen reciprocity, referring to the criterion of land 
ownership. It then becomes virtually impossible to establish affinal 
ties between the two groups. 

Conceptually, each separate craft is further associated with a se- 
parate caste, as among Pathans. In the Kohistan area, however, 
marriages are actually negotiated freely between families pursuing 
different crafts. I found no evidence of a hierarchical ordering of 
the different craftsman groups. 

The main problem related to the caste barrier which is maintained 
within the Kohistai-speaking population, dividing it into a super- 



and a sub-ordinated group, related only by occasional hypergarnous 
marriages. Various origins are given for this division (App. I I ) ,  
all of them emphasizing its hierarchical nature; but structural cri- 
teria for the division are difficult to find. One might illustrate the 
relationship between the two <<castes>> by the example of Duber 
valley (see p. 3 1 ) : The valley is dominated by the Mullah khel 
(being merely the name of the lineage, and bearing no relation to 
the political role of mullah = priests, discussed on p. 34), which 
together with the Sh6dom khel occupies the superior caste position. 
Most of the land is owned by these two lineages; but some mem- 
bers of these lineages are found who have no land, and work as 
tenants. The Kamundsu and Biju lineages, on the other hand, belong 
to the lower caste. Some of them are tenants, but many of them own 
land of their own. This has supposedly been <<granted>> them by the 
Mullah khel; but in any case, there is today no clear correlation 
between land ownership and caste position. As far as my information 
goes, however, it would seem that a title to land held by a member 
of the Kamundsu or Biju lineages does not give the right to sit in 
the central council for Duber. Finally, in Duber, the intrusive 
Pathan community in Jag (see p. 45) constitutes a third caste, 
inferior to the two Kohistai castes but superior to the Pathan 
craftsmen. 

The explanation was usually cited for the division of the Kohi- 
stanis in two castes that the lineages of the lower caste are recent 
immigrants, and therefore politically inferior to the dominant line- 
ages. This was also claimed in the Kandi6 valley - by both groups 
- but contradicted by their own genealogies, which derived the line- 
ages of the lower caste from the sister's son of Kandi, the last and 
pagan king (Rija) in the valley; one would thus think that they 
were well established and dominant some 8 generations ago. An 
other claim, that they were later converts to Islam, and thus, while 
still pagan, by law debarred from marrying Moslem women, may 
be more to the point. If conversion, as was probably the case, was 
correlated with an inversion of the power relations between two 
main sections of the society (cf. the driving out of Kandi's lineage 
and the reduction of his sister's son lineage to inferior status), such 



a caste barrier may have been an important idiom in which to express 
this change in relative political power. 

However this may be, all informants agreed that a caste barrier 
(in the specific sense I apply the term ccaster here) divides the main 
body of Kohistani farmers into two groups of unequal political 
power, but that this division is not correlated to title to land or 
to a division of labor between the two groups. The two acastesr are 
to  some extent united by affinal and collateral relationship, estab- 
lished through hypergamous marriages. Such relationship do not, 
however, seem to carry any political implications - i. e. I found 
no evidence that a political client relationship was established or 
symbolized by the giving of a daughter or sister in marriage to a 
caste superior. 

By virtue of the multiple types of political ties that exist in the 
area, no maximal political unit can be defined; lineages are associated 
in villages, several villages meet at times in supreme councils, and 
political alliances extend across ethnic frontiers. Thus conflicts be- 
tween persons, however distant, are regarded as properly subject to 
the ordered functioning of law and armed conflict only arises where 
large groups are involved, mainly in territorial disputes, or through 
internal struggles for power - in other words, when the political 
ties break down. Such conflicts are now prevented from arising by 
the action of the government of Swat State. 

The procedure adopted for the solution of individual c.onflicts 
varies with the nature of the conflict. Thus, personal revenge is 
regarded as a person's right in some situations, while compensation 
is called for in others. For minor conflicts within the local com- 
munity, the senior men of a lineage may serve as arbitrators, or 
the case is brought before the appropriate council. In  the case of 
conflicts between persons territorially removed, Mians or other per- 
sons of saintly repute frequently serve as arbitrators. Public pressure 
is very strong to  accept the nomination of such arbitrators, and 
their verdict. Where concerted punitive action is called for, groups 



of religious students (tilibin) have proved more readily responsive 
than the larger community of villagers under the direction of the 
council. Finally, it should be pointed out that the functioning of these 
institutions is now rather randomly modified by the action of the 
State administration of Swat; however, local customary law is of- 
ficially recognized and followed by its courts in this area. 

CUSTOMARY LAW: 

Property and inheritance: Movable property (including livestock, 
implements, household equipment, ~ersonal effects) is private pro- 
perty and freely alienable by the owner. As for the rights of the 
father and husband to dispose of the property of his dependents, 
all informants claim that the Shariat (Islamic law) in its Hanafi 
interpretation is followed in such matters, as in most others - i. e. 
his limitations and responsibilities as a trustee are recognized. Mo- 
vable property is inherited by sons and daughters in the proportion 
2 : 1 ,  and is in general subject to the Islamic law of inheritance. 
Immovable property (land, houses) is not freely disposable. Al- 
though, with permanent settlement, persons own particular fields 
and plots of land, their right to alienate this land is limited - the 
Islamic first rights of close kin, and of neighbors, are recognized. 
Thus, before selling to a nonlineage member, the permission of 
the lineage is required, and before the sale of land to an outsider is 
valid, it must approved by the village council. 

Immovable property can only be held by men, and is inherited 
from father to sons, who divide it equally. Islamic inheritance rules 
thus only apply to land with the profound modification that the 
rights of women, and relatives through female line, are not recog- 
nized. The right of widows and daughters to receive support is 
however attached to inherited land till their death or marriage, 
respectively. 

Theft: Where a thief is caught in the house, or in the act of 
stealing (e. g. escaping with stolen cattle), he may be killed, and 
the family of the thief can raise no legitimate complaint. If the thief 
is caught only after the theft has been committed, the accusation 



must be proved before the village council - proof depending upon 
and the presence of the piece of property in the thief's 

possession. If the property is still in existance, it is returned to the 
owner together with a slight fine; if it has been demolished or 
consumed, its value is assessed and the owner is compensated. 

Adul tery:  The aggrieved husband, surprising his wife and her 
partner in  flagrante, has the unquestioned right to kill them both. 
Where he only kills the man, and not his wife, or where his revenge 
is delayed, the matter becomes more complicated, and the burden 
of proof (i. e. four witnesses) devolves on the husband. Thus the 
theory, though clear and radical, is usually complicated when put 
into practice, and frequently the cause of feuds. 

Murder: i. e. the killing of a person (apart from purely accidental 
killing) when one has no pre-established right to  do so, gives the 
relatives of the deceased the right to  blood re~enge~~subsidiarily com- 
pensatory payment. The form of this blood revenge differs from 
that usually met with in acephalous societies in Africa or South- 
East Asia, and follows largely the same principles found otherwise 
in  the Middle East area (Barth 19 5 3 ) .  

Revenge is directed mainly towards the murderer himself. Only 
if he can not be reached is i t  redirected against one of his close 
agnatic relatives, primarily the senior man of his close family - a 
father, brother, or father's brother. 

The right - and responsibility - to revenge devolves on the 
closest agnatic male relative of the deceased, in the order son - 
father or brother - father's brother. More distant agnatic relatives 
have the right only if no closer relative exists, i. e. the right to  
revenge passes in the same manner as inherited property, and the 
nearer relatives exclude the more distant. This principle is most 
clearly expressed in a case cited in R l n d i i :  a man was killed, and 
since his son was away a more distant relative took the revenge. 
When the son later returned, he, as the closest relative, still had the 
right to revenge, and killed a second member of the murderer's 
immediate family. This second killing was accepted by the village 
council as revenge, not murder. 

The close relatives may forego their right to revenge and seek a 



settlement by compensation. The amount of compensations is sti- 
pulated by the village council, or a mediator; an important element 
is usually the giving of a woman in marriage from the family of the 
killer to a relative of the deceased. 

If a confirmed murderer appears too clever and powerful to be 
reached by individual revenge, he may declared a public menace by 
the whole, or an active section, of the community, in which case his 
house is burned and he is driven out of the territory. 

Marriage: is largely subject to Islamic law, and may be dissolved 
by the husband and not by the wife. Monogamy is the rule, though 
polygynous marriages do occur. A marriage can not take   lace 
against the will of the marriage guardian (father, brother, or near 
agnatic relative) of a girl, but probably can take place against the 
will of the girl (though some informants insisted the contrary). 
Marriage usually take   lace very early, before the age of ten; the 
girl spends one night in the groom's house, whereupon she returns 
to her home again for some years until she reaches puberty. The 
option of puberty does not seem to be known as an item of law. 

The levirate is strictly observed, and a breach of this right is 
classified with adultery, and gives the right of blood revenge. 

HOUSEHOLDS, RELATIONS BETWEEN SEXES: 
Each household is built around an elementary or polygynous fa- 

mily. Due to the brief nature of the enquiry, I have no census 
material to support this statement from informants. I t  was, how- 
ever, easy to ascertain that the household group is small, counting 
very few adult members, Further observations on household and 
family life were complicated by extremely strict observance of 
purdah - very much stricter than among neighboring people of 
comparable economic standing. After the age of 8-10, the girl is 
completely separated from male society, and must not show her face 
to other men than her nearest relatives. A woman, walking through 
the fields or on the paths in the company of her husband, will leave 
her husband's side whenever a man appears, seek the shelter of a 
bush, and cover her head and face completely with her heavy black 
sheet, till the stranger has disappeared. Similarly, groups of women 



working in the fields discontinue their work, and squat, totally 
covered by their sheets by the side of the terrace wall, when a man 
approaches. Etiquette requires the man to attempt to avoid the places 
covered by their sheets, by the side of the terrace wall, when a man 
is summoned from his home - and there is no small child about 
who can enter the house with a message - the caller stands a t  
considerable distance, and yells to attract attention. 

The two sexes always eat separately, even within the house. Chil- 
dren eat with the women, after the age of 8-9 the boy joins his 
father for meals. 

The division of labor between the sexes is not as hard and fast 
as one might expect from this - man and woman share in many 
of the daily duties. Plowing and seeding is done only by men. Both 
sexes work together at harvest-time in reaping; weeding and manur- 
ing is similarly done by both. Milking is done predominantly by 
women, but also freely by men. Women do the cooking, sewing, 
and housework in general, but even with it there is no feeling of 
shame preventing the man from doing also this work where con- 
venience calls for it. Inversely, plowing and seeding must be done 
by men. 

In consequence of the strict separation of the sexes, the man 
spends most of his free time away from the home, in informal groups. 
The mosque is a favorite meeting place. Such groups are always 
open to all children (as spectators) and men of the community; 
they grade imperceptibly into <<councils meetings (ref. p. 3 2 )  
when specific topics are brought up to discussion. At special occa- 
sions (mainly in celebration of rites de passage) food is served by 
one member to the whole group. A particular order of serving 
is then observed: mullahs and their pupils eat first, as a sign of 
respect (toward religion more than toward the particular mullahs), 
second follow the main body of the group, finally the leaders, who 
.eat much more slowly and would be embarrassed if they were to 
eat with the younger men, who grab and eat the food so 



RlTES DE PASSAGE 

The main life crises that are celebrated are marriage and death, 
On observances relating to birth I have no information. Circumci- 
sion is usually performed on boys between the ages of two and 
four, but not accompanied by particular ostentation of any kind. 
Some individuals are not circumcised; they usually claim it is not 
neccessary in their case, as they ahave been circumcised by the 
fairies>. There are no rituals, nor any change of clothing etc. a t  

puberty. 
Marriage: is a fairly elaborate procedure - a brideprice, varying 

from very little to as much as one thousand Rupees ( £ 100) must 
be paid - in any form, though only rarely in money. The girl is 
usually below puberty at the time of marriage; she is carried by 
her brother in a festive procession to the house of her husband if 
i t  is moderately close, otherwise she has to walk. The brother, sub- 
sidiaril~ the paternal cousin, carries her on his back or shoulders. 

In the evening, a feast is given to all present; there may be music 
and dancing. Two bachelors were met, who claimed to be married 
to fairies. 

Death:  is the occasion for the most extreme ostentation - buffalo, 
sheep, goats, and gallons of clarified butter are consumed by a large 
number of visitors. The corpse lies in state in the house, or on a 
bed out in the open, till all neighbors and visitors have collected. 
They then - in groups in the conventional order (p. 43)  - eat 
a sumptuous meal beside or around the outstreched corpse. After 
the meal, the corpse is buried in Moslem fashion, but over the grave 
a wooden structure is then erected, elaborately carved - its size and 
beauty commensurate with the status of the dead. Most individuals 
merely have a carved post or plank erected at the head and the 
foot of the grave; over the graves of elders of high standing, or 
saints, a square box-shaped structure of exquisitely carved planks 
is built around elaborate corner posts, sometimes as much as 2-3 
yards high. In Kandil, a small, fairly naturalistic model of a bird is 
perched on the carved plank over the head of the grave. All in- 
formants denied that this feature had any special signifiance. 



Through a pious concern for the economy of the people, and in 
agreement with purist Moslem ideals, the government of Swat dis- 
approves of the more extreme forms of ostentation, and have ban- 
ned the large funeral parties. None the less, I had the good fortune 
to witness a burial and feast with more than 100 adult male guests. 

Pagan religion: Traditions of the pre-Moslem religion were diffi- 
cult to unearth, to all appearances because they have been stamped 
out. ~ iddu lph  ( 1880, pp. 108-126) gives some information from 
the neighboring areas across the Indus - to what extent they are 
applicable to this area is unknown. Most informants agreed that 
there had been idols, before which the people prayed. There were 
priestly families in pagan times; these priests taught that there 
was no heaven and no hell, aand such nonsense, (cf. Afghan Kafirs 
(Scott Robertson, 1 896) and Kalash Kafirs (own materials) where 
life after death is denied). A trancelike state was brought on by 
drinking wine, in a fashion that is still, according to rumor, occa- 
sionally followed in DarC1, to the north. The use of juniper smoke 
as intoxicant, cited by Biddulph ( 1880 p. 116) was unknown to 
my informants. 

Men in pagan times wore their hair long. A local taboo on eating 
fish is only slowly giving way with increased contact with Pathans. 

JAG PATHANS 

The presence of an intrusive community of Pathans in Jag in 
the Duber valley should be mentioned. 

ORIGINS: The group traces its origin from Charbigh in the 
Swat valley from which place their ancestors fled to A16 (across 
the Indus) as part of the general exodus of cSwati~ tribes resulting 
from the conquest of the valley by Yusufzai Pathans (ca. 15-1600 
A. D.). Four generations ago, the leader of the faction which the 
families at present in Jag then formed within a larger community 
committed a murder, and the opposing faction drove them out of 
the village and took over their land, being the stronger of the two 
groups. By way of Pilas this weaker section then arrived in the 



Duber valley, where they bought the Jag territory from the Kohi- 
stanis of Duber and Kandii (see footnote, p. 29). 

ECONOMY: Jag is a small village of 120-140 houses, situated 
some 1000 feet above the valley bottom a few miles below Duber 
Fort. The steep valley side has been terraced so a considerable 
amount of land can be farmed; a crop, consisting mainly of maize, 
is raised. The property stretches as a strip up into the mountains, 
and includes a summer camp where much of the population, together 
with the animals, spend the summer from May till September. 

POLITICAL ORGANIZATION: The population is divided into 
seven lineages: Mullah khel, Dingorr khel, PiblC khel, Gandorr khel, 
Bishamorr khel, Bahidur khel, Mangia khel. The first named is the 
most powerful; Mangia khel is in a client relation to it. Members 
of all these khels are found in Aliii. The seven lineages are not 
genealogically related. 

All seven lineages have some land, though some individuals have 
very little, and thus also serve as tenants for the richer villagers. 

The village is administered by a council (j irga) consisting of some 
twenty seiliors or family heads. Of these, five are recognized as 
chiefs (Malak). The position as Mnlak is inherited, and is inde- 
pendent of land ownership. Two malaks are of Mullah khel, two 
of Dingorr khel, and one of Bishamorr khel. The council frequently 
meets in the mosque. The community is divided into two factions 
(dala), allied to the major two alliances of Kohistanis. One faction 
is dominated by the Mullah khel, the other by the Dingorr khel. 

In addition to the farmers, there are a few representatives of the 
carpenter and blacksmith castes. There used also to be a barber, 
but he has left the community. The status as mullah and leader 
of prayer (Inta'm) is not tied to a separate caste, as it is among the 
Swat and Alai Pathans. 

Their Kohistani neighbors marry the daughters of the Jag Pathans, 
but will not give them women in return - i. e. a scasteu barrier 
is maintained in which the Pathans of Jag are regarded as inferior 
in status. 

The villagers still speak exclusively Pashto among themselves. 
CHANGES: The interesting feature of the colony is the great 



amount of change from characteristic Pathan customs that  has taken 
place - assuming that the group entered with patterns and insti- 
tutions similar those found in Swat and Ahi today. The economy 
of the group is like their neighbors' except that  the pattern of trans- 
humance is simpler. Dress and architecture is like that of the Duber- 
wil. The organization of the council is like that of Duber - though 
the title MalaR has been retained, the criterion of land ownership 
has been dismissed, with consequent reduction of the actual power 
position of the status. The whole political hierarchy from landed 
gentry to propertiless laborer is lacking; the village is composed of 
a coalition of unrelated lineages, in contrast to the Pathan system of 
total political control by one lineage group. The characteristic Pathan 
institution of the hujra (guest house), which is of central importance 
in the economic and political field, as well as serving as a mens' club, 
has disappeared totally. Thus, under pressure of external circum- 
stances, most of the cultural complex of the surrounding Kohistanis 
has been adopted, language alone remaining apparently unmodified. 

To complete the survey of the Indus side of Swat State, the 
existence of one more group of non-Pathans should be mentioned: 
the Badeshi, classified by Pathans as a separate people of the general 
Kohistan family. They are found as tenants in the Chakesar area, 
predominantly in two villages. According to informants, they speak 
their own separate language, and formerly had a wider distribution. 
Several persons tracing descent from this group were met with in 
the Swat valley, but they were now exclusively Pashto-speaking. 
The community is mentioned by Biddulph. Unfortunately, I had no 
opportunity to visit it. 



G A W R I  

Name: Giwri, according to all local informants, though in the 
literature usually given as Girwi (Linguistic Survey of India). By 
the Swat Pathans, the people are known as Kohistanis, together 
with the other non-Pathan peoples given that name; together with 
the Torwilis, Kohistanis of Swat Kohistan. Outside of their area, 
persons claiming descent from the Giwri were unfamiliar with the 
ethnic name, and insisted that Kohistani was the only proper term. 
In Dir State, they are called Bashkiri or Bashkirik (Linguistic 
Survey of India). Giwri informants were unfamiliar with this term 
as applied to themselves, insisting it means aperson of Kashkir,, 
i. e. a Chitrali. 

Language: The people speak the Giwri language, essentially simi- 
lar to the BashkLik of Dir Kohistan. It belongs to the general 
Kohistan, or Dardic, group of Indian languages. All (male) Giwri 
appear to be bilingual; in addition to their own language they speak 
fluent Pashto. 

Appearance, clothing: The GIwri approach the Pathans very clo- 
sely in clothing and appearance - they wear a tunic shirt (pirre), 
similar to the Western type in collar and cuffs, over baggy pants 
(shCrwi1). Around their legs, however, they frequently wind nar- 
row cloth strips (ot t ir i)  till they cover the area between the ancle 
and the knee. The hair is frequently worn long, and many men 

- 

parade large and fancy moustaches. In racial type they fall within 
the variations of Swat Pathans, with fairly light skin color, and 
average stature definitely higher than in Swat. 

Area: The Giwri people of Swat State occupy most of the upper- 



most part of the Swat valley, from Pashmil northward. The very 
tops of the valleys are however not inhabited by G6wri people; 
there are the summer camps of the nomadic Gujar, and, especially 
in Gabriil and Bahandra valley, some permanent settlements of 
Gujars. The Ghwri probably count some 6000 individuals. 

People speaking the same language and with the same customs 
are also found further west, in the neighboring valleys of Dir 
Kohistan. 

According to several informants in Kilim, a related people is 
also found in the Chinese Central Asian area, at a place called Khati 
Khotan. This had formerly been unknown to the Giwri, but pil- 
grims from Khati Khotan had recently been observed by a Giwri 
in Karachi on their way to Mecca, and were recognized by their 
clothing and language. 

Subdivisions: The inhabitants of the Dir and Swat Kohistan areas 
respectively form two main subdivisions of the Giwri people. Within 
Swat, the Giwri are further subdivided in three main communities: 

( I )  The formerly compact village, now more dispersed settle- 
ment area Kilim, the most important community. It supposedly 
numbered IOOO houses, some 40 years ago, but has since been redu- 
ced in size, containing today only about half that number. 

( 2 )  To the west, the compact village of UtrQ (Utrot). 
( 3 )  To the north-east, the moderately compact village of Ushu 

and more scattered settlement area of Matiltin. 
These three communities constitute autonomous socio-political 

groups. Each constitutes a settlement nucleus inhabited by the total 
population in the winter season, and in contiast to Indus Kohistan, 
by a considerable portion of the population also in the summer, when 
the other fraction occupy scattered summer sites in the grazing area. 

History: The area lacks any semblance of recorded history, and 
does not appear to be mentioned in available historical sources. I was 
further unable to find traditions of stories relating to outside con- 
tacts in the past which might be fixed in time. The time and 
circumstances of conversion to Islam were unknown. 

In the last century, a vague claim to sovereignty by Chitral was 
disputed, first by Dir and later, after its foundation, by Swat State. 



The territory was occupied by Swat some 8 years ago, but is still 
not incorporated into Swat State, its formal status being that of 

Tribal Territory, the administration of which has been delegated 
to the Wali of Swat. 

E C O N O M Y  

AGRICULTURE: Staple crops are maize and millet, cultivated 
in irrigated fields, ~ielding one crop pr. year. Though the upper 
Swat valley receives more rain than the valleys draining directly 
into the Indus, this rain does not suffice for the crops. Extensive 
irrigation systems are therefore constructed, carrying water in dit- 
ches and wooden ducts from tributary streams to the cultivated 
areas. The main branches of the Swat river are too large, and their 
water level too variable, to be thus utilized. 

Much of the agriculture is performed on the extensive old river 
terraces - artifical terracing thus becomes largely unnecessary. 
Usually, a low embankment is constructed to function as a retaining 
wall for irrigation water and rain water; only rarely is an actual 
terrace wall called for. The fields are   lowed by bullocks - agri- 
cultural techniques in general were reported to be like those of 
Indus Kohistan and Swat. 

Livestock: Domesticated animals are cow, sheep, goat, donkeys, 
mules, and horses. Chickens are more common than in the Indus 
area. Buffalos are rare. 

Seasons: A cycle of transhumance is observed in the utilization 
of grazing areas; however, only a fraction of the population take 
part in the movement to the summer pasture areas (bindas). Though 
there are several pasture areas, these are regarded as alternative 
rather than serial, depending on the character of, and expectations 
for, the season. In contrast to Indus Kohistan, there is daily con- 
tact in the summer between the mountain and the permanent 
settlement. The permanent settlements lie in the valley bottom at 
6-8000 feet altitude; mountain pastures, utilized by Giwri, appa- 
rently go no higher than 10-1 1 000 feet. 



Grazing and herding: The animals are mostly permitted to wan- 
der freely. Where the pastures are close to the borders of Dir, or 
where large groups of nomads are found in the neighborhood, the 
cattle are looked after more closely. Such herding duty is divided 
between the households owning several cows, each such household 
being responsible for guarding the herd one day. Fodder is collected 
for the winter season - it is stored in big sheafs threaded on tall 
poles on the roofs of the dwelling houses. 

~nviro~zmental  restrictions: A comparison with Indus Kohistan 
is incomplete without the mention of environmental limitations on 
the possibilities of agriculture. The valley bottom lies above 7000 feet 
above sea level, and has a much more severe climate than the mild 
Indus bank at 3000 feet. Snow builds up during winter to a height 
of 2-3 yards, and the fields are not clear of snow till the month 
of May. Thus, they yield only one crop a year, compared to two 
crops/year along the Indus. Maize in the Giwri area only gives a 
return of some 20 to 1. 

Because of the neccessity for irrigation, the same fields are used 
year after year. To prevent them from becoming exhausted, natural 
manure is utilized. The area for cultivation is thus limited by the 
amount of manure available. Since the cattle utilize mountain 
pastures for about half the year, only a fraction of their manure 
is available as fertilizer; and due to the severity of the winter, when 
the cattle must be maintained on fodder collected by the farmer 
himself in the summer season, the number of cattle any man is 
able to keep is limited. This vicious circle prevents the extension 
of the agricultural fields, and large areas of potentially productive 
lands thus remain unused. 

DlVlSlON OF LABOR: As in Indus Kohistan, the overwhelming 
majority of the Giwri population are subsistence farmers, raising 
their own crops and retaining the total produce for themselves. 

Tenants: Some few individuals, however, own no land, or so 
little land they can not support themselves on it alone; they work 
as tenants (dehqa'ns) on the lands of a few more wealthy people. 
In return for their manual labor, they receive '/4 of the produce 
of the field. In addition, most tenants occupy a house belonging 



to  their master. In payment for it, they perform certain traditional 
services, such as fetching wood for fires and lighting, running 
errands, and maintaining the master's house in good repair. 

The tenants are largely local people, partly of the same descent 
as the other members of the community. Owning little or no land, 
they can not sit in the council, and are generally looked down upon. 
Their number is small - in the village of Utrbr, only two persons 
could be named who were totally without land (criminal refugees 
from outside), and some 3 4  more who had SO little land their 
main subsistance came from working as tenants. 

Craftsmen: The only specialized group of craftsmen are smiths. 
The different smith households divide the farmers among them- 
selves on the pattern of Indus Kohistan and Swat. In return for 
their services they receive 12 seers grain per working plow per year 
(some 24 1b.s). Other crafts may be the speciality of some parti- 
cular local man, but are not considered a separate fulltime occu- 
pation. No  caste barrier is observed between smiths, tenants, or 
farmers. 

POLITICAL ORGANIZATION. 

Descent groups: As in the Indus Kohistan area, political groups 
among the GIwri are largely defined by descent. Communities are 
conceived of as composed of several, internally segmented patri- 
lineal descent groups (khels). A khel, as defined, should consist of 
all the local descendants of a named ancestor, who normally gives 
the name to the group. The same term, khel, is used for groups 
and their segments on all levels of segmentation. 

On the lowest level of segmentation, this descent theory seems 
to hold true, judged by the genealogies offered by the G6wri them- 
selves. On the level of major segments and apical ancestors of the 
maximal groups, however, the traditional genealogies do not sup- 
port this ideal. Pursuing this, it emerged that strangers could in 
fact become members of the khels without adoption into the kin- 
ship unit. In this context the khels appeared to be conceived of 
as political parties rather than unilineal descent groups. The dis- 



frepancy did not particularly bother the informants; they insisted 
that the maximal units were groups of the same nature as, and 
homologous with, their component segments, and that it was ap- 
propriate to apply the same term to all these groups. To avoid 
encumbering the presentation by the use of native words, I shall 
in the following use the term section as a translation of the GLwri 
word khel, since the system in its organizational aspect constitutes 
a segmentary system of groups capable of political fusion according 

ORE KHEL NERER KHEL 

Figure 4.: Composition of the two political sections of Utror village, Giwri area. 

to a hierarchical charter of progressively more inclusive sections, 
and since these groups are in their nature residential, though re- 
cruited mainly by patrilineal succession. 

Genealogies: Genealogical charters are found which relate at least 
some of the component parts of each section; but these show defi- 
nite irregularities. The village Utr6r is composed of two unrelated 
sections, Dre khel and Nererr khel. Dre khel again has four subsec- 
tions, unrelated by any genealogical charter, representing the des- 
cendants of immigrants from different areas. One subsection, the 
Jelattor, is considered senior, since the apical ancestor Jelit was the 
first to settle in the area. Further segmentation divides the sub- 
sections into groups of close agnatic relatives - brothers, sons, 
brother's sons, and maybe a few more distantly related persons. 
This group again is subdivided into households, never larger than 
the agnatic descendants of a living man (and their wives), fre- 
quently composed of no more than an elementary family. The other 
main section, Nererr khel, is divided into three subsections, the 
senior being Sangar khel, descended from Sangar, the first settler 
of that section. 

It might appear that this is simply a description of a system of 



lineages, uniting to form compound clans. But this apparent regu- 
larity breaks down when one compares UtrQ to Kilim, the main 
Giwri community. Kilim, is composed of three main sections: 
Dre khel, Nilor, and Jaflor. Dre khel is different from the Dre khel 
of Utrbr, the two distinct groups merely happen to have the same 
proper name. The name carries no meaning in Giwri, but translates 
in the Pashto language, which they all speak fluently, as nThree 
lineages> (Three = Phst.: Dre, Giwri: ha). Dre khel of Utrbr 
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Figure j.: Genealogy showing internal composition of the political sections in 
Kalam, Giwri area. 

contains, as we saw, four subsections; Dre khel of Kil im contains 
two such subsections. Ki1 is the *apical ancestor:) of the group and 
supposedly the aboriginal inhabitant of the whole area (cf. Mytho- 
logy, p. 63) .  His descendants, together with the descendants of 
an ancient refugee from Chitral, form the one subsection, called 
Kilim. The descendants of E.kar, a refugee from Patrak in Dir, 
form the other subsection of the Dre khel. 

Jaflor and Nilor, the two other sections of the Kil im area, how- 
ever, are related in a most extraordinary genealogical arrangement. 
They both trace descent from Kes, an immigrant from Dir Kohi- 
stan who after some struggle settled in one community together 
with Kil (cf. p. 63) .  The Jaflor are the descendants of his son, 
Jafal. The Nilor, on the other hand, consists of four subsections, 
descended from his son Nila, his slave Chin, and his nephews Buza 
and Shanggut respectively. The genealogical relationship between 
the brothers Jafal and Nila and their paternal cousins is thus ir- 



relevant to the recognized pattern of fusion and segmentation on 
the political level. 

Thus, of the five major political groups in the two communities 
recorded, three are groups compounded of several unrelated descent 
units. One is a simple lineage (with accretions on the lower levels 
of segmentation) recognizing patrilineal kinship with a subsection 
of an other section; and one is composed of partly related, partly 
unrelated subsections, one of which recognizes closer patrilineal ties 
to a totally separate group than to any subsection of its own group. 
In other words, fictitious genealogies are not constructed to relate 
the subsections of a political section; nor are traditional genealogies 
discarded when they directly contradict the political alignments 
of subsections into sections. None the less the organization is de- 
scribed by informants as patrilineal, and called by a term meaning 
patrilineal lineage in this and all neighboring languages. In the op- 
position and fusion of segments, the organization also appears in 
some contexts to operate as a lineage system. Considering all this, the 
significance of the traditional genealogies remains somehwat of a 
puzzle. 

Land ownership: The conditions of land tenure and rules relating 
to the transfer of land have very direct political implications. 
Through cross-questioning and comparing the often contradictory 
statements of numerous informants, the following picture was 
built up. 

Agricultural land is held individually; each plowed field is re- 
garded as the private property of a particular (male) individual. 
The extent of his rights to alienate this land is obscure - some in- 
formants insisted that he has full freedom, but that it was a ushame, 
for him to sell; others referred to the limitations imposed by the 
Shariat. These limitations are however not systematically imposed; 
but an implicit limitation is imposed by virtue of the local concep- 
tion of rights to land: though the land is owned individually, a 
specific individual can only exercise his rights to land qua member 
of a recognized, locally resident section. Fields are thus private 
property, and can freely be transferred within the community 
(where rights by kinship, and by actual contiguity of property, 



defined by Shariat, are not recognized); but only recognized mem- 
bers of the community can hold land a t  all. 

In the community of Khlhm, where Swat State's administration 
has established itself, this rule is breaking down. A jeep road comes 
to within three miles of Khlim, and prominent citizens of Swat 
have been able to buy quite extensive areas of agricultural land close 
to the summer bungalow recently built by the Wali of Swat. The 
idea that it is a ashamen to sell land to such strangers persists none 
the less. In the two other communities, the rule still holds true. 

The non-agricultural lands, i. e. the forest and pasture areas, are 
the common property of the members of the component sections 
of each community. Members of the section are free to graze any 
number of animals, and may build summer quarters for themselves 
and their herdsmen anywhere in the territory of their section. 
Profits from these areas, such as rents paid by lumber merchants 
for the right to utilize the forest, or taxes paid by nomads for the 
right to utilize the pastures, are divided between the members - 
either by household (lugi = smoke) when the sum is small (Utr6r) 
or more commonly (Utr6r and Khlim) equally between all male 
members observing Ramadan fast (i. e. above 1 5  y. of age). 

The relationship between local rights to land and political status 
is indicated in the recognized procedure for the adoption of out- 
siders into the community. Some informants were doubtful whether 
this could indeed be done today; a group of villagers in Utr6r denied 
hotly that it was at all possible to be adopted into a community, 
and cited numerous rationalizations for this - mainly the shame 
involved to the political sponsor of the stranger, and the insecurity 
resulting for the local community: any stranger is bound to be 
a robber and ruffian, why else would he leave his own community? 
They admitted that the main sections of the community had been 
compounded in part from later arrivals, but that, they claimed, was 
only possible because athey were surely relatives,. It emerged later 
that much of the heat generated in the argument referred to a 
specific recent conflict, where a nomad bandit leader had nearly been 
adopted, and then turned out. Informants in Khlhm could more 
coolly describe the proper procedure: 



A stranger desiring to settle must first establish a close relation 
to a person in the community, who can serve as his sponsor. The 
stranger then buys a piece of land from him. Having completed 
the transaction, he calls a council of all the senior men of the section 
to which his sponsor belongs. If they accept him, he offers a feast 
;1 which they all eat together; after the feast, he has become a 
member of the section, his rights to the land have been confirmed, 
and he is a full fledged member of the community. By virtue of his 
owning land, he also owns a share in the forest and pastures, in pro- 
portion to the number of males in his household. 

such a stranger then has the full political privileges of any 
birthright member of his section. He is constitutes an indepen- 
dent member of the group in that no formal ties persist between 
him and his <(sponsor>>. In time, if his patrilineal descendants 
multiply, they will come to form one of the major subsections of 
his section. 

Though on the contemporary level informants clung to the notion 
of descent as the cproperr qualification to group membership, and 
emphasized the shame involved in sponsoring a stranger, they were 
perfectly able to analyse the motives of their apical ancestors in 
adopting strangers into the community. In this connection the divi- 
sion of the community into sections was related to a notion of 
political balance between these sections: Kil, the original inhabitant, 
found himself in a position of weakness after Kes, as the leader of 
an other party had forced his way into the community. He therefore 
sought supporters, and eagerly assimilated the refuges from Chitral 
and Dir into his section. The idea of the section as a political party 
(mainly concerned with the protection of land rights) is thus domi- 
nant. The sections are built up, from their component contemporary 
households, by bonds both of patrilineal descent and political alli- 
ance, and no systematic attempt is made to assimilate the one type 
of bond to the idiom of the other. 

Political alliances: Thus no distinction is made in Giwri organi- 
zation between descent unit and political faction, a distinction par- 
ticularly important among the neighboring Pathans. In the relations 
between the sections of the Kil im community and an intrusive 



Pashto-speaking group living in contiguous settlement with Kilim, 
an anomalous exception is found. 

This Pathan community, the Mullah khel, arrived supposedly 
some 2-300 years ago from the Til-Dardi61 area 45 miles to the 
south, and are a branch of the Bimi khel segment of the Nikbi khel. 
The ancestor of the Mullah khel was a very learned man; he came 
with his family to K616m and achieved a high reputation among the 
Giwri. After a while he bought land, but was not made a member 
of any particular section. He thus gained no general rights to forest 
and pasture areas, but was permitted to utilize a particular, limited 
district. He had three sons, the descendants of which form three 
major segments of the lineage. These three segments have then each 
joined one of the three sections of the K616m community in a purely 
political alliance, i. e. the Mullah khel is split in three factions, each 
allied to a section of the local Glwri population. In this one case, 
the Giwri thus distinguish between a ~olitical tie (dala) and assi- 
milation into a .descents unit. Thus, the Mullah khel segments have 
not achieved economic fusion with their allied G6wri sections. In 
the utilization of their limited traditional pasture area (DCsin, SW. 
of K616m) each segment camps with the members of the G6wri 
section to which they are allied; but they have no right to utilize 
other areas belonging to that section. 

This exception might reasonably be assumed to be modeled on 
similar arrangements in the Pathan area, and to have been established 
on the initiative of the Pathan partners in the relationship, and thus 
not to reveal any general feature of local Gbwri political organi- 
zation. 

Village councils: The <tsections>> described so far have their main 
field of relevance in the economic sphere and defence of land rights, 
and operate on an informal level in politics as parties or factions. 
In actual administrative procedure, they are not formally recog- 
nized; the main administrative body is the village council, a for- 
mally unstructured body of the senior men of all the landholding 
cfamilies~ of the community. This council appears to correspond 
fairly closely in its form to the parallel institution in Indus Kohi- 
stan. The following account is of how it ushould be, according to 



informants - I am not aware to what extent contemporary practice 
by Swat's administration modifies this. 

For the village of Kil im there is one big central council ( j i r g a ) .  
~t formerly met in a specific place, under a large tree on the hillside 
above the old mosque of Kilim. There, a flat square area, somewhat 
like a platform had been constructed and levelled out; long wooden 
benches (some eight meters long) facing the square are still found 
along two of its sides, with the crumbling remains of a similar bench 
on the third side. The council platform is called bhag. I t  is not 
in common use any more. 

The council members (ghyan) each represent an rextended family, 
- i. e. a group larger than the household but smaller than the major 
subsections of the community. A council member will thus speak 
for himself and his brothers, brother's sons, his paternal cousins, and 
their sons, and rarely for a wider group than that. The specific 
limits of such groups appear to be determined by particular con- 
siderations, such as the size of sibling groups, the personality of the 
leader, etc. Only owners of land are qualified to sit in the council, 
and the ability to speak and argue a case well is emphasized. 

In the council, members sit randomly mixed, and there is no 
ranking of seats - all present are regarded as equals in their capa- 
city as council members. There is no notion that the representatives 
of one section should sit together on the bench along one side of 
the square - on the contrary, their corporative capacity as a body 
representing the village as a homogenous unit is emphasized in the 
mixing and equality of the council members. 

The council is called by any member. He alerts his fellow members 
by beating a drum in the evening, wherupon they assemble the 
following day. 

Largely the same description of the council was given in Utror. 
Here, however, there is no council platform, and the council is 
usually called informally by word of mouth, indication being given 
as to where it is to meet. Beating of the drum is specifically the 
signal of an impending attack, and serves to mobilize the whole 
village. 

Centrifugal tendency: As noted above, only one of the Giwri 



communities (Utr6r) forms a compact village, while the two other 
communities are characterized by more dispersed settlement. Kilim 
was, however, according to informants, a large compact village as 
late as 40 years ago, supposedly approaching 1OOO houses in size. 
The site of this settlement is clearly visible on the promontory at 
the confluence of the Gabril and Ushu rivers. Internal factionalism 
and feud led, however, to a reduction of population and dispersal 
of settlement as the external danger of attack was reduced. Centri- 
fugal forces, parallel to those indicated in the Indus Kohistan area 
(p. 3 5 1 ,  thus also seem to be operative here. 

Castes: In contrast to Indus Kohistan, and Pathan areas to the 
south, is should be emphasized that the notion of caste appears to 
be lacking in the GIwri area. Reciprocal marriages may be arranged 
between Giwri and Pathan, between landholder and tenant, and 
even between farmers and the one locally defined craftsman group, 
the blacksmiths. 

SOLUTION OF CONFLICTS. 

Procedure: In the solution of conflicts, the village council domi- 
nates much more than was the case in Indus Kohistan. All internal 
conflicts are properly the subject of settlement by the village council 
as a unit; the appointing of mediators is not commonly practised. 
Serious crimes are treated as public offences, i. e. cases are heard as 
the defendants vs. the village council, though the right to self-help 
also persists. Within the section (khel) there is no notion of com- 
mon jural responsibility - none the less, the section becomes invol- 
ved in many conflicts for purely strategical reasons, in the following 
manner: 

If a man has committed a grave misdeed, he is brought as a indi- 
vidual before the village council, which reaches a decision - e. g. 
the payment of compensation, or, in default, the banishment of the 
culprit. The senior men of the culprit's section are represented on 
the council, together with the representatives of the other sections, 
and applaud the decision qua council members. However, the strength 
of their position in the council is in the last instance dependent on the 



size and the economic strength of the section which they represent; 
thus in their own interest they plead for a mild ~unishment, and 
Once the decision is reached, are eager to see that its conditions are 
fullfilled, so that the man will not be lost to the section by being 
banished from the village. In effectualizing the verdict of the coun- 
cil, the section's representatives are thus active, the more so the 
closer they stand to the culprit: they put pressure on the person, 
that he will fullfill the requirements, and may in part assist him 
economically to enable him to do this. 

Thus, in the solution of conflicts, the segmentary system of sec- 
tions does not operate, as a lineage system would, through the oppo- 
sitions of segments - there is a definite conception of the village 
council as a body, responsible for the maintenance of law and order. 
But in the execution of the verdicts reached by this council, the 
sectional hierarchy is mobilized, by virtue of the strategic implica- 
tions following from their constitution as cpolitical parties,. 

Property: Movable property is privately owned and inherited 
according to Islamic law, a son and a daughter sharing in the pro- 
portions 2 : 1. Immovable property, such as land, is also held indi- 
vidually, and is inherited only by men, related to the deceased 
through male line. A man is limited in his right to alienate land 
(cf. p. 5 5 ) . Theft is punishable, if the intruder is surprised within 
the home, by death, in agreement with Islamic law. If the thief 
escapes, or if the theft is discovered only later, the property is re- 
turned and a slight compensation is paid. 

Adultery: is a public offence, for which the punishment is 
permanent exile. The agrieved husband is, however, expected to try 
to kill the offender, and there can be no case raised against him if 
he is successful in this. 

Murder: is also a public offence, punishable by exile - either 
permanent, or temporary till settlement with the bereaved family 
is reached. The immediate agnatic relatives have the right to revenge 
themselves, but only against the murderer himself; responsibility 
is not extended to any category of relative. Compensatory payment 
may be negotiated for through the village council - it is no shame 
for the agrieved to forego the right to revenge and accept com- 



pensation. Such blood money ranges around Rupees 1000 (E 100) 
for an adult male, according to informants, but may vary according 
to circumstances. A woman is often given in marriage to the family 
who has suffered the loss. 

RITES DE PASSAGE. 

Marriage: Marriage takes   lace after maturity, and is celebrated 
in the following manner: The husband comes to fetch his bride 
in her father's house, whereupon she proceeds, accompanied by female 
relatives, to her new home. If he can afford it, her father provides 
a horse for her to ride, which then becomes the property of the 
newly wed couple; otherwise, the bride walks. Her father further 
provides the son-in-law with new clothes at marriage. One of the 
senior women accompanying the bride remains with her in the 
room set off for the new couple, and refuses to leave till the young - 
man has bribed her with money or goods, corresponding to some 
f 2 value. The following day, these same female relatives bring food - 

for the feast celebrating the marriage. 
No strict separation of men and women is observed; the women 

- 

do not wear veils, and there are no restrictions on the two sexes 
being together. 

There is no preferred spouse, and I found no particular emphasis 
on the value of endogamy expressed. 

Widows are inherited in the family; it is a great .shame> to 
marry the widow of a man in an other section or descent group. 

Death: Funerary ceremonies appear to be much less emphasized 
than in Indus Kohistan. The Rherat ceremony is performed two or 
three days after death and burial, at which time a beast is sacri- 
ficed and the meat shared by the relatives and given to the poor 
of the community. The division of the property of the dead man 
is performed later. 

The graves of prominent men are covered by elaborately carved 
structures, essentially constructed as roofed four-poster beds. Once 
such graves are constructed, they are permitted to disintegrate 

- 

through the action of wind and weather, and no   articular respect 



is showed the graveyards. Questions on this point were dismkrd 
with the common Pashto phrase: .We are the builders, not the 
protectors., 

Circumcision is performed on boys at early age. No puberty 
rituals seem to be observed, nor is there any overt sign af adulthood, 
other than the assumption of the Ramadan fast. There does seem to 
be some formalized notion of warrior status: men between the ages 
of 16 and 40 years appear, a t  least in some contexts, to be called 
bid in ,  a status explained as apersons wearing skin footwear, carrying 
the gun, who are expected to do military service for the section to 
which they belong,. This is in contrast to the ghyan athe great 
ones,, who go unarmed, are council members, and only take part in 
military exploits under extreme necessity. 

MYTHOLOGY (recounted in Pashto by the Qazi (judge) of the 
Nilor khel) K616m: The village has its name from K61, the aboriginal 
inhabitant who emerged from a cave in the hillside above the plain 
where the Gabril and Ushu rivers meet. Later Kes, with his bro- 
ther's sons Buza and Shanggut, arrived from the Tal-Lamtei area 
of Dir Kohistan. He met Kil and inquired what the name of the 
place was, when he was told it was K61-lim = Kil's town. These 
two then made war against each other, till Kes finally subdued Kiil 
and settled down to farming, after which they started living to- 
gether. 

After some time Bishaj, his senior brother, came from Dir to bring 
Kes back home. Kes, being junior, did not want to be disrespectful 
and refuse, so he excused himself by saying he would come, but must 
wait till the crops matured and could be reaped. He instructed all 
his tenants to leave their oxen in the fields with their plows when 
they came to have their morning meal. One day Bishaj suddenly 
discovered an ox unattended in the field; he sprang up and said: 
rLook, your oxen will be hurt, they are loose in the field!, But Kes 
merely answered: eNo, dear brother, don't bother; this is not Lamtei, 
these are my fields, and a11 will be well., (i. e. the K616m fields are 
flat and rockless, there are no terrace walls that the oxen might fall 
off, and no large rocks that might ruin the ~ lows) .  Bishaj then 



became ashamed, and left for Dir without informing his brother. 
Both Kes and K61 were Moslems. Kes' sons, Jafal and Nila, are 

the ancestors of the two sections Jaflor and Nilor; the descendants 
of Buzor and Shanggut joined Nilor, as did the descendants of 
Kes' slave Chin. Kil, being weaker, built up his section, Dre khel, 
from numerous sources: mainly by refugees from Kashkir (Chitral), 
assimilated into the Kalam subsection, and the descendants of Ekar, 
a refugee from Patrak in Dir. 



T O R W A L I  

Name and language: The Torwili are a linguistic and political 
group inhabiting the Swat valley from Laikot down to, and in- 
cluding, Bahrein, called by the Torwilis Baraniil. Their border 
towards the neighboring Pathans corresponds to the ecologic limits 
between the area of one crop, and the area where it is possible to 
raise two crops pr. year; the Torwili villages are situated in the Swat 
river gorge from this border and northwards nearly to the Giwri 
area. The population may total some 2000 households, i. e. some- 
thing on the order of 1 O OOO individuals. The TorwUis live in 
compact, moderately large villages (up to ca. 600 houses) mainly 
on the West bank of the Swat river; they are completely incorporated 
in Swat State and administered by its officials. This incorporation 
was achieved in 1922. All the Torwilis I met were fluently bilin- 
gual, speaking Pashto as well as their own language. Appearance 
and clothing is very similar to the neighboring Pathans. The fol- 
lowing material was collected from informants in Bahrein (Baraniil). 

ECONOMY. 

Land ownership: Agricultural land is held as individual property, 
as among the Giwri; the owner is free to sell his land to any fellow 
villager, and apparently to any fellow Torwili from other villages, 
but not to strangers and total outsiders. Pasture areas and forest 
are the common property of the village; village members may freely 
utilize the forest for firewood and housebuilding, and may graze 
an unrestricted number of animals in the pasture areas. Income from 



the forest is divided, mostly in equal shares for each household 
(lugi), in one village between households in proportion to the amount 
of land they own. 

Division of labor: The Torwili have a more complex system of 
craft specialization than the G6wri. This system is very similar to 
that of their Pathan neighbors, and craftsman families trace descent 
from Pathans, mostly in the Alai area,') and speak Pashto as their 
home language. 

Craftsman status and skill is transmitted from father to son, and 
is thus associated with a hereditary group of practitioners. Such a 
group is called a qoum (see p. 3 6 ) ,  and is ideally endogamous. 
Torwilis will never give their daughters to them, and normally do 
not take wives from them. The marriage barrier between the dif- 
ferent craftsman groups may be more hypothetical, but is supported 
by practical considerations, since the daughter of a fellow craftsman 
is already trained in the skills appropriate for the wife of such a 
specialist, and also by the general Moslem preferance for family 
endogamy. Particularly among the barbers, where the male and 
female role are strongly complementary in function, caste endogamy 
is strictly observed. Since they constitute inherited occupational 
groups, and involve marriage restrictions (though permitting hyper- 
gamy), these qoums may, as in the case of Indus Kohistan, be re- 
garded as groups of the caste type, and will in the following be 
referred to as castes. 

The main craftsman castes are carpenters, blacksmiths, weavers, 
and barbers. There is no clear hierarchical ordering of these groups, 
though I had the impression of a vague ranking on a descending 

1) This may be due to a slight confusion; it may be more properly relationship 
with Pathans in Alai that is traced. When the Yusufzai lineages, now dominant 
in the Pashto territories of the Swat valley, spread into their present area, they 
replaced the previously dominant Swati Pathans. Most of these fled across the 
Indus, and conquered and settled in Alai and Hazara; the craftsman lineages in 
Kohistan are probably mostly collateral lines of these, who fled directly to the 
Kohistan areas from Swat, but retain their traditional association with linezges 
now residing in Alai. 



scale in the order ennumerated. As a group, they stand distinctly 
below the Torwili, agricultural population. 

Each craftsman has, as among the Pathans and Kohistanis of the 
Indus area, a defined clientele, for which he performs the traditio- 
nally required services and receives a traditional yearly payment. 
The carjertter receives 16 seers grain (one seer is roughly equivalent 
to 1 kg.) /house/year ; the b!adsmith receives 16 seers/working 
plow (bullock pair)/year. These two are tied to political sub- 
groups; by being a member of a certain political unit within the 
village, a farmer is committed to use and pay the carpenter and 
blacksmith of that unit. The barber is given 20-24 seers of grain/ 
house/year; he is not attached to political units, and the head of 
a household may seek the services of any barber he wishes. Finally 
weavers have no standard arrangement for clientele or payment; 
they sell to, or barter with, either local farmers or traders in Bahrein 
or other market towns. Most weavers are called Kashmiris; they 
also take work in the forests, or occasionally as tenants. 

Craftsmen have no formalized political powers, and can not sit 
in the village council. 

Tenants are utilized in agriculture by the wealthier persons who 
own large fields; a rich man may employ 3---4 tenants in his fields. 
The tenants are mostly Torwllis - poor people of the same descent 
groups as the resident landowners. They constitute only a small 
element in the total population - in the village of Bahrein they 
were estimated to count 1 5  houses, compared to 500 houses of land- 
holding farmers. They receive % of the crop in return for their 
labor. 

An interesting circular argument was advanced to explain their 
political position: land ownership is not a prerequisite for having 
a vote in the village council, but tenants have in fact no vote there, 
sbecause the head of a tenant household represents so few people, 
he has so few sonsr. When I argued that poor people might indeed 
have many children, the answer was that then the father would not 
remain a tenant - to be a tenant is a great shame - his many sons 
would work for him, either in the village, or in Swat proper, or 
even in Peshawar or Karachi, so he would be able to buy land and 



become a landowner. A prime value is put on holding land; thus - 

a man representing a large enough family to sit in the village council 
would above all utilize these human resources to aquire land for 
himself. 

POLZTZCAL ORGANlZATION 

Descent groups: The Torwili are, as other Kohistanis, divided into 
segmentary units recruited internally by ~atrilineal descent. These 
descent groups are called Rhels. In the extent to which these Rhels 
correspond to actual lineage groups, the Torwili appear to be some- 
what intermediate between the Giwri and the Kohistai of the Indus 
area. 

Bahrein is inhabited by two main groups, each internally segmen- 
ted as follows: 

Dre khel Nerer 
I I 

% C 4 

~ L l l a h  khel Bar khel K y 6 ~  B6sert Lalat Khdndn Kyodm6 Budulbd Narejamlld 

Figure 6 . :  Composition of the two main political sections of Bahrein (Baranial) 
village, Torwili area. 

The Dre khel and Nererr are also found in other Torwili villages, 
as well as two other major groups: Jagerr and Ushit. 

The Torwili as a unit do not appear to claim a common ancestor 
peculiar to them as a tribe; the four major groups have different 
histories. I did not encounter the tradition, met with in Indus 
Kohistan (cf. p. 2 6 )  that they should all be descended from a 
younger son of Zuqum. The major segments of each group are 
similarly separate, though they have a common history as a group 
and will, when pressed, claim <<relationship>> to each other. Actual 
genealogies were given only for the major segments. The system 
might thus be described, in the terminology common for Africa, 
as a system of four dispersed clans, each composed of a variable 
number of local lineages. 



The following genealogy from the Barr (Great) khel of the Drc 
khel illustrates the differences in the nature of the ties between thc 
units on the several levels of segmentation: 

Barr khel is descended from Jumrali, who lived in 
~umrali Indus Kohistan. His SoSoSo Lamai fled from Indus 
~amra l i  Kohistan in an attempt to escape conversion to Islam 
Sardali by Akhund Bibi,  together with the other lineages 
Lamai within Dre khel. The country now occupied by them 
Kamin was empty and uninhabited then; they settled there 
Suleiman together and were later converted by Akhund Bibi  
Janas Khan when he found them in the Swat river valley. The 
informant informant, an old man, belongs to the fourth des- 
(old man) cending generation from this convert. All members 

of Barr khel can trace descent from the apical ancestor 
through a variable number of generations; this carries their family 
line back to a time when they lived in a different area, the Indus 
Kohistan. The Barr khel is a segment of the larger Dre khel. There 
is no named ancestor for this whole group; but they have a common 
history as a group from as far back as their component descent 
lines are traced. The Dre khel is one of four major units within 
the Torwili nation or ethnic group; an other of these units, Nererr, 
has lineages coresiding in Bahrein village with those of Dre khel. 
The Nererr are similarly derived from Indus Kohistan, but arrived 
independently to the Swat valley. Together, the residents of Bahrein 
village own common pasture and forest rights. Finally, all four 
major units of the Torwili share, in addition to closely parallel 
institutions of every kind, and the Torwili language, a common 
political institution, as will be seen below, and are thus capable 
of corporate action as a single unit. 

Administration: The council is the major administrative insti- 
tution. Today, the State of Swat has its own administrative offi- 
cers, appointed by the Wali, responsible only to him, and exclusively 
Pathan. They utilize village councils in an advisory capacity only. 
The following description is that given by older informants of the 
autonomous Torw6li institutions as they supposedly existed before 
annexation in 1922. 



Each village had its separate council (jirga/ycrak) for internal 
village affairs; but plitical activity centered around the central 
council for all Torwilis. This had political authority over the whole 
group; it used to meet in Z6rr Baranial (Old Bahrein) a mile SW of 
the present Bahrein village, and counted some +rOO members. It  
had no platform or other particular place of meeting, but used to 
meet in the open. Employed by the council was an agent/messenger 
(kotwil); he was a poor man with no vote in the council, and his 
main duty was to notify the council members, distributed among the 
villages in the twenty mile gorge occupied by the Torwlli, when 
the council was to meet. 

The council members (malak) met as representatives of their own 
households and those of brothers, sons, and possible other close 
agnatic relatives. There were no formal restrictions to candidacy, 
other than that of being a Torwili by descent; but as noted above, 
all members were in fact owners of land. Being the representative 
of a very small kinship group, there were no formalities of election 
as council representative for the family, All the representatives were 
equal in their capacity as council members; no distinctions of senio- 
rity between lineages or segments were recognized. 

In the council, the major descent groups functioned as political 
units or ~partiesr ; in explaining the system, the informants em- 
phasized that the distinction between lineage (khcl) and faction or 
political party (dala), fundamental to the functioning of councils 
among the neighboring Pathans, was not found among the TorwUi. 
Each descent group was characterized by political solidarity when 
any members was threatened from without. Thus, in Bahrein, the 
Dre khel and Nererr khel represented two politically distinct and 
frequently opposed groups. The unity of the descent group is simi- 
larly expressed in the traditional sling fights between groups of boys, 
in connection with celebrating the two ids, the major religious festi- 
vals of the Islamic year. While among Pathans villages fight against 
each other on these occasions, the groups traditionally opposed among 
the Torwilis are the descent groups. 



SOLUTZON OF CONFLICTS: 

Inheritance: Movable property is inherited according to Islamic 
law, daughters receiving their proper share. Immovable property, 
i. e. agricultural land and houses, can only be held by males. Sons 
usually divide the property of their father a year or so after his 
death. The sons share equally in land. The paternal house goes 
to the youngest son. His is also the responsibility for the mainten- 
ance of the mother, if she survives the father. 

Adultery: is punishable by death, for both the wife and her lover, 
by the hand of the husband or his immediate relatives. 

Murder: leads to blood revenge, or compensation. Revenge de- 
volves on the close agnatic relatives of the deceased. It  is preferably 
directed against the murderer himself, but may alternatively be 
taken on the murderer's brother, father, paternal uncle, or paternal 
cousin, but never on a relative beyond that degree. If compensation 
is sought rather than revenge, this is arranged by the central council, 
which arrives at a suitable sum, ranging around Pak. Rupees TOO for 
an adult male. 

RlTES DE PASSAGE: 

Marriage: Torwhlis will not give their daughters in marriage to 
the craftsmen groups, but may on occasion take wives from them. 
There are no restrictions on marriage with the neighboring Pathans 
of landowning or economically successful tenant groups. 

A quite high brideprice is paid to the father of the girl, up to 
Pak Rupees IOOO according to informants. Out of this sum the 
father is expected to provide the daughter with a dowry, consisting 
of a buffalo, quilted blankets, and household utensils. He also 
provides the son-in-law with a new suit of clothes. 

The husband leads the procession to fetch the bride in her home; 
she is carried in a covered palanquin (ddli)  in Pathan fashion. The 
bride's father gives a feast; so does the groom's father on arrival 
at the groom's house. There is much merrymaking and use of pro- 
fessional male dancers who may on occasion dress as women. 



Mariage takes   lace after puberty, usually at the age of 18-20 
for women and 2 0 4 0  for men. 

Death: Two or three days after the death, alms are distributed - 
sometimes as much as 100 or 200 Rupees - and a sacrifice is made 
(kherat) in honor of the dead. The graves of council members 
(malaks) are decorated with elaborate carvings. 

Pagan religion: As otherwise in Kohistan, very little memory of 
the old pagan religion appeared, at least on the surface, to have 
been maintained. On old informant confided to me in a hoarse 
whisper that his pagan ancestors had worshipped idols, representing 
the chief-ancestor Dara, and referred to a old Buddhist rock sculp- 
ture in a Pathan district as an example of these idols. Trance and 
ecstacy was brought about by excessive drinking of wine (sherib). 
It was generally agreed that such wine was still produced in D6ri1, 
to the north of Indus Kohistan. 

G U  J A R S  

The Gujars constitute an instrusive lolwland Indian population, 
speaking a language reminiscent of Panjabi. They are found in the 
Swat valley in all degrees of assimilation, from truly nomadic pasto- 
ralists to Pashto-speaking sedentary shepherds and tenants, called 
Gujar by reason of descent only. In Swat Kohistan, two main 
types are found: (1 ) large numbers of nomadic herders utilizing the 
high valley and mountain pastures in the summer season and spen- 
ding the winter in Buner or Peshawar District, and ( 2 )  scattered 
permanent settlements of Gujar agriculturalists, either associated 
with Kohistani villages, or in separate communities. These latter 
communities are found mainly above UtrQ in the tributaries to 
the main valley, and between K616m and the Torw61 area, along 
the Swat river. 

Settled co~nmunities: A few informants were interviewed in the 
Gujar, Gujri-speaking settlements Pashm61 and Laikot in the upper 
Swat valley, between the GIwri and Torw6li areas. 



Origins: The families in question came along ago, from Alai, - - - 

across the Indus. The land was then empty; they claimed it, cleared 
the jungle, and settled as agriculturalists. Later a few Mians (des- 
cendants of Saints) and smiths, of Pathan origin, joined the com- 
munity. The farmland, as well as the surrounding forest, thus 
belongs to the Gujar villages; for the right to utilize high moun- 
tain pastures, however, the people pay tax to the Torwilis. 

Econonzy: The villages are small, on the order of 50-60 houses; 
a crop of mainly maize, as well as some millet, is raised on roughly 
terraced land. A simple pattern of transhumance is followed where- 
by the cattle and a part of the population spend some 4 months 
of the summer in mountain pastures, while the whole population 
resides in the village in the other 8 months of the year. Most in- 
habitants are farmers, working their own fields; a few more pros- 
perous men employ tenants (dehqa'ns) to do a majority of the labor, 
for which they receive of the crop. Women do less agricultural 
work than among Kohistanis, who are looked down upon for the 
way they utilize female labor in agriculture - a poor woman may, 
among the Gujars, do some weeding and similar light work, but only 
when her husband is fully employed otherwise. Agricultural tech- 
niques were reported to be in every detail like that of the Kohistanis. 

The only specialist regularly employed is the blacksmith. He is 
paid on a set scale by all members of the community in return for 
the necessary services: at harvest-time he receives 20 seers (40 lb) 
pr. plow, and 8 seers from houses not working a plow of their own. 

Political organization: The Gujar population is made up of a 
number of local, mutually unrelated patrilineal descent groups: 
Tota khel, Dora khel, Jagar khel, Kana khel. These descent groups 
are not found any other place, are not localized in wards in the 
village, and their relevance to internal organization appears to be 
limited. Administrative decisions are made by a village council of 
informal composition - in important cases, somewhere about 8 0 
senior men might collect and discuss the matter in question. Some 
of these men wold represent more than their own household, i. e .  
would speak also for a son, a brother, etc.; but no one would re- 
present a particularly large group. Since annexation by Swat State 



in 1922, such councils have had only advisory functions. The fac- 
tional dual alliance system permeating the whole area is also present 
here, and cross-cuts ethnic and descent groups. In former times, 
the two communities are supposed to have been dominated by the 
neighboring Torwili population, through the medium of this alli- 
ance system. 



T R A D I T I O N S  O F  C E N T R A L I Z E D  S T A T E S  

As mentioned elsewhere (App. I ) ,  traditions have been maintained 
among the Kohistai of Indus Kohistan of a former unified political 
organization centering in the Kandia valley. Similar traditions of 
former kingdoms are met with among the tribes on the E. bank 
of the Indus, who at present have an acephalous political organization 
(Biddulph 1880 p. 16, Stein 1928 pp. 7ff). Such a change within 
a stationary population from a centralized to a decentralized form 
of organization based on descent, might appear highly questionable; 
in the Middle East, centralized political rule usually results in the 
irreparable destruction of descent organizations. On the other hand, 
the various Kohistani communities give an invariable impression of 
loseness in structure, disintegration and local variability, in part 
abandonment of fields and loss of ancient engineering skills (Stein 
192 8 pp. 10, 12 ; also above p. 1 5 ) characteristically summarized 
by Biddulph ( 1880, p. 164) under the heading <degeneration>. 

Since available historical material is so limited, a broader ethno- 
logical viewpoint is called for in a discussion of this historical ques- 
tion. The Kohistanis of Indus and Swat Kohistan speak languages 
of the larger Dardic language family (Linguistic Survey of India 
1927) in neighboring areas to the East and North are culturally and 
historically related peoples of this language family. While the 
Kohistanis are at present characterized by acephalous organizations 
of the types described above, these related peoples in Chitral-Yassin- 
Gilgit are organized in small, centralized states. These states have 
a pattern of organization which, through a process of breakdown, 



might produce groups with political organizations of the type found 
in Kohistan. It is the thesis of this chapter that Kohistani traditions 
of former kingdoms may be historically correct; that these king- 
doms were probably organized on the basic pattern found in the 
states to the North; and that these historical considerations are 
relevant to an understanding of certain features of the present 
political and social organization in Kohistan. 

Today the distribution among Dardic peoples of the two basic 
types of organization, the centralized and the acephalous, is corre- 
lated with ecologic and physiographic features. The Kohistan area 
is extremely mountainous with narrow, short and steep V-shaped 
valleys and very restricted alluvium; the Indus itself flows WNW- 
ward in a narrow fissure, and breaks southward through the moun- 
tains in a deep gorge. To the North, parallel to the WNW course 
of the Indus and extending further Westward is a broader, low strike 
valley between the Karakoram-Hindukush range and the westward 
extension of the Himalayas into Kohistan; in this zone one finds 
broader, U-shaped valleys with extensive alluvium. This land is 
utilized for agriculture and thus offers a basis for a larger concen- 
tration of population in the more fertile districts; the population 
is organized in states unifying larger regions under a central, auto- 
cratic government. These states include, from West to East: Chitral, 
Mastuj (now included in Chitral), Yasin, and Gilgit. Biddulph 
(1880) gives considerable information on these areas and their 
dynasties. The following material on the traditional organization 
of Chitral State was collected during a brief visit to Chitral in 
1954, in part from my kind hosts of the Shah family, the tradi- 
tional Ataliqs of Chitral, in part from Hissar-ul-Mulk, Governor 
of Drosh, and sometime pretender to the throne. 

Chitral (in Swat and Dir usually referred to as Kashkar), which 
also includes the sometimes independent area of Mastuj, has a popu- 
lation of approximately 100 000, and was till 1949 a centralized, 
serni-autonomous state under the autocratic control of a Mehtar. 
In connection with political changes following on the partition of 
British India, Chitral has now become a constitutional monarchy 
under the supervision of a Political Agent appointed by the govern- 



merit of Pakistan. The following pertains to the traditional organi- 
zation. 

The rulers (Mehtars) were recruited from a dynastic family, the 
Kator, tracing descent from the Moghul emperors. There were no 
specified rules of succession - on the death of a Mehtar, the country 
entered a period of anarchy, where all his sons and possible surviving 
brothers competed for the throne till one pretender had either mur- 
dered all his rivals, or gained a decisive military victory and control 
of the country. The royal cemetery in Chitral bears mute witness 
of these struggles, with its graves where five, seven, even upwards 
to ten brothers of a successful Mehtar are buried together in one 
grave. The complications connected with one such incident of 
succession are documented in Robertson ( 1 8 99). 

Supporting the ruling Mehtar was a developed bureaucracy with 
a number of officers, occupying hereditary positions. Political and 
administrative life centered around the mahreka - receptions in 
the audience room of the Mehtar's palace, where he, surrounded by 
prominent chiefs and administrative officers, made his decisions pub- 
lic, granted favors or disgraced, dismissed, or condemned people, 
all in complex system of traditional regalia and idiom. 

The important features of this organization in the present con- 
text are: ( 1 ) the feudal organization, operating totally independent 
of any form of currency, and ( 2 )  the degree to which this highly 
bureaucratic and centralized formal organization co-existed with, 
and actually operated through, a tribal and in part acephalous des- 
cent organization in the districts. 

(1) The whole state was organized through an association of 
specific duties and responsibilities with particular areas and plots 
of land. As land was the only source of wealth, all persons could 
thus be categorized in terms of the duties associated with the par- 
ticular fields of land that they were utilizing. All land belonged, 
in the final instance, to the Mehtar (literally: eownerr ), and the 
duties associated with any specific piece of land were to be regarded 
as payment, in service or produce, for temporary usifruct rights 
to that land. 

Thus, in the central village of Chitral, the different bureaucratic 



officers were given traditionally defined houses and estates in pay- 
ment for their services - or, one might equally legitimately say: 
by virtue of occupying a specific estate, the occupier was required 
to serve in the bureaucracy in a particular capacity. The estates 
were inherited from father to son, or in lieu of sons by an other 
the maintenance of travelling officials of the state or the Mehtar 
and as the ultimate owner of the land he had the right (and often 
the power) to evict anyone at any time. 

In the rest of the country, tenure was even more firmly associated 
with patrilines; and duties pertained mainly to local administration, 
the maintenance of travelling officials of the state or the Mehtar 
himself, labor for the government, or payment of grain to the 
Mehtar's household. Each village was administered by a village 
headman (charwels) and his assistant (charbo) , whose responsibility 
it was to know the duties of each household in the village and who 
was in charge of seing that all such tenancy requirements were 
satisfied. These duties could be wonderfully specific and complex: 
one field required the payment of no more than one goat and seven 
chickens to a travelling official no oftener than semi-annually, the 
next was associated with the duty to keep the Mehtar's own fields 
free of crows, the third with catching and training hawks and 
falcons for the Mehtar, a fourth with one month's labor pr. year, 
etc. Further more, a complex pattern of sub-infeudation was deve- 
loped, whereby each larger estate was again subdivided and leased 
out as a miniature of the state system, but with duties to the estate- 
holder and not to the Mehtar. 

( 2 )  Larger district administration was, till the more recent period, 
in the hands of hereditary noble families of locally dominant line- 
ages, unrelated to the dynasty except by hypergamy, and holding 
land and position on formally the same type of tenancy terms as 
the central officials. Such chiefs none the less had very considerable 
power by virtue of their military control of local districts and their 
inhabitants, and the constant danger to the Mehtar that they might 
swing their support to a son, or other person of the dynasty, and 
precipitate a rebellion against the person of the ruling Mehtar. 
Thus large descent groups remained locally intact and functioning, 



under the leadership of one or several nobles of their own lineage, 
in spite of the centralized form of government. The centralized 
system showed a high degree of tolerance and adaptability, main- 
taining the same formal pattern both where autocratic control by 
the Mehtar was extreme, and where his overlordship was extremely 
tenuous. 

This organization is by Biddulph fitted into a wider Indian frame 
of reference, and he describes it in terms of castes, each caste having 
a defined position in the economic and political field. One can 
however readily see that the system is a classically pure example 
of a feudal organization, and operates as a system of administration, 
as well as on the inter-personal level, totally independently of any 
pervasive concept of caste. Members of a descent group can freely 
occupy different positions in the hierarchy and at the same time 
maintain their genealogical connections as a group, and patterns of 
marriage have no necessary relevance to the system. As a matter 
of fact, marriage relations carry the same hierarchical connotations 
in Chitral as among the Kohistanis: women may pass upwards, 
whereas a man in high status would not give his daughter to a man 
of lower status. There is, however, among many of the lineages 
and atribesw of Chitral a dislike for marriage with close relatives 
of any kind, and a tendency toward local group exogamy. 

The ease with which descent groups may be incorporated into the 
system - retaining their descent organization - is evidenced by the 
numerous refugee communities scattered through the territory of the 
state: Red Kafirs, Gilgitis, and various Kohistanis. They maintain 
their descent organization and are allotted districts in which to 
pursue their livelihood; while the feudal obligations pertaining to 
the lands are distributed in conformity with their internal political 
organization. 

The pattern of organization exemplified by Chitral appears to 
be an ancient one. It is found also in the Yasin-Gilgit area, and 
apparently among the Borishaski-speaking peoples of Nager and 
Hunza where the ruler also has ritual functions associated with 
rain and first fruits ceremonies etc. (Lorimer 1939 p. 239 ff.) The 
Kator rulers of Chitral have a tradition that they took over the form 



of administration directly from the dynasty preceeding them (Bid- 
dulph 1880, pp. 35,  63). 

If the Kohistani traditions of former centralized states are seen 
on the background of the preceding material, they become less 
puzzling or improbable. The structural implications of a centralized 
kingship of this type for the political organization on the descent 
group level are limited, and a change from centralized to acephalous 
organization appears perfectly feasible. There are in fact historical 
cases illustrating this, though the available material is far too limi- 
ted to permit analysis of the processes involved. The district of 
Ponyal, usually controlled by Gilgit but sometimes conquered by 
Yasin and/or Chitral, also has a brief history as an independent 
state. In that period, it first reverted to a arepublicans form of 
organization, i. e. what has been called on acephalous organization 
in the present discussion, later to be briefly governed by an inde- 
pendent ruler of Darel origin (Biddulph 1880 p. 3 1 ). Stein (1928 
pp. 1, 16-29) gives a slightly fuller account of a series of political 
changes in the Tangir and Darel valleys. During the considerable 
political turmoil leading up to and surrounding the British occupa- 
tion of Chitral in 1895, a member of the Khushwakhte dynastic 
family, Pakhtun Wali,') was expelled from his lands in Yasin and 
sought refuge in Tangir. Tangir had at that time a population of 
some 5000 inhabitants, organized in an acephaolus political system 
similar to that of other Kohistani communities (Biddulph 1880 
pp. 12-3 ) . Through intrigue and political acumen, Pakhtun Wali 
managed to gain control of the valley and proclaim himself ruler 

(Raja). He then quickly expanded his territory to include Darel 
and a few smaller Kohistani communities, all of which territory 
he apparantly ruled with an iron hand as a centralized state. In 
1917, however, the people of Tangir revolted, Pahhtun Wali was 
killed, and the community reverted to an acephalous political or- 
ganization. Pakhtun Wali's family fled to the Kandia valley, and 
later to Swat Kohistan where they now reside near Bahrein. 

These historical fragments illustrate how the shift between cen- 
tralized and acephalous organizations of the types described here 

*) Briefly mentioned by Robertson ( 1  899, pp. 37, 68) .  



are simple and reversible, and also suggest some of the factors 
involved in determining the ease with which centralized government 
may be maintained in different Kohistani communities. Two factors 
are apparent, one economic and one strategic. Economically, the 
different valleys may be classified on a gradient from the larger 
and more fertile, permitting larger concentration of population and 
producing some surplus, exemplified by Chitral and Gilgit, to the 
economically marginal and restricted environments exemplified by 
the smallest Kohistani valleys. The strategic factor of degree of 
physical isolation and defensibility is roughly congruent with the 
economic gradient. It is readily seen, and understood, that the 
larger, heavily populated valleys, more difficult to defend, form 
the cores of independent centralized states. The more marginal the 
environment, the greater the strain on a centralized organization - 
from occasional revolutions in Yasin-Ponyal, to severe stresses during 
the temporary period of centralized rule in Tangir-Darel, and 
finally to no contemporary cases of centralized rule in the small 
valleys of Kohistan. 

The Kandia valley was the supposed center of the former Kohi- 
stani state on the West bank of the Indus; Tangir, Darel, and 
Chilas have traditions of separate states. Of the Kohistan areas 
surveyed, Kandia was characterized by the largest continuous in- 
habited area and the greatest population. Though in no way com- 
parable to the Chitral or Gilgit valleys, and considerably more 
restricted even than the three other traditional Kohistani acenters, 
mentioned, it is still the valley of Kohistan West of the Indus that 
offers the best ecologic basis for centralized rule. Tradition thus 
locates the center in the a priori most probable place. 

The degree of cohesion in a centralized organization obviously 
depends upon innumerable cultural variables. Tradition places the 
old kings in pagan times, and it seems reasonable to invest them 
with central magical and ritual functions, as suggested by functions 
retained by the Mir of Hunza (Lorimer 1939 p. 232, 293). Thus, 
though stories of centralized kingdoms in Kandia, and otherwise 
in Kohistan, might appear hardly creditable considering economic, 
political, and religious factors there today, there would seem no 



reason to doubt their authenticity on the background of the types 
- 

of considerations introduced above. The general breakdown and 
disappearance of kingship in Kohistan is then seen as a result of 
conversion to Islam, and the consequent loss of centralized ritual 
and magical institutions, supporting such kingship. 

Our theoretical understanding of the processes of social and cul- 
tural change is too limited for this to have any direct bearing on 
an analysis of social organization in the area today, some eight gene- 
rations, or maybe 250 years, after the supposed breakdown of cen- 
tralized kingship. None the less, the perspective should lead to 
slightly lowered expectations regarding the coherence and internal 
consistency of Kohistani rules and practices. As noted above (p. 

- 

75), the lack of pattern and structure - and of <tvigour~ - 
in Kohistani life is subjectively striking, and professionally frust- 
rating. This lack is characteristic both of Swat Kohistan - where 
ethnic diversity of origins in local groups and the most severe 
ecology combine to make the effect most striking - and of 
Indus Kohistan: in both areas, the social organization seems labile 
and wrought with unreconciled contradictions in conception, yet, 
in part sophisticated in its ideals and practices, e. g. in the judicial 
and policy-making procedures of the village councils. These contra- 
dictions, the lability of the organizations, and the local variability 
between closely related local communities, is best understandable, 
though yet not analysable, on the background of such historical 
considerations as those sketched above. 



C O N C L U S I O N  

It might be useful to summarize some of the major patterns of 
- 

organization described above, so as to bring out certain charac- 
teristics relatively peculiar to Kohistani social systems. Firstly, eco- 
nomic organization deserves some attention. Indus and Swat Kohi- 
stan constitute a refuge area, in that the environment is restricting 
and economically unattractive, and communications are very diffi- 
cult. The valleys and gorges are generally short, deep, and narrow, 
surrounded by mountains, with local variations in altitude from 
2000 to 18  000 ft.  Land potentially suited for agriculture is extre- 

- 

mely limited. The Kohistani adaptation to this environment takes 
the form of a mixed economy with little individual specialization, 

- 

pursued through an extreme development of transhumance. Agri- 
culture, dependent on artificial terracing and irrigation, is practiced 
in the valley bottoms, while cattle, sheep, goats, and water buffalo 
are herded. In winter, the people are concentrated in the valleys, 
while in the spring, summer, and autumn seasons they mostly aban- 
don their fields to follow the herds up to the mountain pastures in a 
pattern of vertical nomadism or transhumance, sometimes through 
a series of as many as five different seasonal camps varying in alti- 
tude from 3000 to 14 000 ft.  In the course of the seasonal cycle, 
different ecologic belts are thus utilized, and the size and organi- 
zation of local groups varies regularly from compact winter villages 
of more than thousand inhabitants, to tiny hamlets by the summer 
pastures, accommodating no more than ten-twelve individuals. 

The population is largely composed of independent elementary 
families of agriculturalists. The only groups of specialists of any im- 



portance are ( 1 ) a semi-endogamous caste of smith/carpenters, and 
(2) a small group of farm laborers. No money or other standard 
of exchange is used in any type of transaction; these two groups 
of specialists receive each a traditionally stipulated fraction of the 
crop in return for their services. 

Social organization was given most attention in this brief survey. 
Essentially, social groups appear to be formally defined according 
to one of two prinsiples: that of patrilineal descent, and that of 
territorial contiguity. Both of these principles are applied in segmen- 
tary fashion to produce a hierarchy of groups, organizing maxi- 
mum populations of 2-1 0 000 individuals. 

The descent organization constitutes a hierarchy of segments, 
usually, but not necessarily, supported by complex genealogies. There 
seem to be generally three levels of segmentation with major re- 
cognized relevance, roughly corresponding to ( 1 ) the extended 
family, ( 2 )  major segments (or lineages) composed of several or 
numerous related extended families, and ( 3 )  whole lineages or clans, 
composed of several major segments. 

Territorial contiguity is utilized in social organization through the 
constitution of administrative councils of all landowners of a terri- 
tory. This again is a segmentary system, with at least two levels 
of segmentation: (1) local districts, alternatively wards, and (2) 
larger geographical areas, e. g. a tributary to the Indus, composed 
of several local districts, alternatively a whole compact village com- 
munity, composed of several wards. 

These two sets of groupings run ~arallel, but do not normally 
coincide. Yet, there is no clear separation of their respective fields 
of relevance. The resulting discongruity constitutes the major pro- 
blem in the social organization of these areas. The following discussion 
attempts to summarize the articulation between the two sets of 
groups, and the institutional contexts in which they express them- 
selves. 

The agnatic lineage is of central importance in Kohistani organi- 
zation. It  is abstractly recognized as a type of grouping (khel = 
lineage); and different lineages, and their segments, have proper 
names, often that of their distinguishing apical ancestor. The prac- 



tical relevance of this type of grouping is, however, somewhat pecu- 
liar. It is of major importance in the economic field. It  has only 
marginal relevance to conflicts involving murder and revenge. In 
the political field the lineages express themselves only as factions in 
the context of the non-agnatically constitued administrative councils. 
- These statements should be amplified. 

Relevance of lineage i n  economic field. Rights to land are inhe- 
rited patrilineally and can only be held by men. Kohistani economy 
depends both on agriculture and pastoralism; thus both agricultural 
fields and pastures are of major importance. Pasture rights are 
generally held collectively by the maximal political unit, and are 
subdivided, and periodically redistributed, among its component 
agnatic lineages and further among their segments. Pasture areas 
are utilized through a pattern of transhumance. Thus the group 
that co-resides through the winter in a compact village, breaks up 
into its component agnatic groups and segments as it migrates in 
the summer to the mountain pastures. But the lineage segment that 
spends one summer season in one series of mountain hamlets will, 
through a rotating allotment between segments, spend an other 
summer season in a different sub-area. What is transferred from 
father to son is thus not the rights of pasture in a particular area, 
but lineage and segment membership, with consequent ambulating 
rights to utilize different tribal pasture areas. 

A similar system of periodic reallotment was formerly practiced 
in regard also to all agricultural land. The rights to a certain frac- 
tion of the tribal agricultural land was transferred from father to 
son, but no rights to partic~llar fields; thus individuals received 
their agricultural land only throxgh their agnatic lineage, and for 
stipulated periods. Most plowed land has now become permanently 
allotted to individuals, though occasional areas remain that are still 
reallotted in the traditional fashion. But even where individual 
property rights have become established, conflicts over the borders 
of fields, and irrigation rights, have remained a major concern of 
the larger agnatic groups. 

Thus the agnatic lineage plays a central role in respect to pro- 
perty and economic life: it regulates inheritance; serves as a cor- 



porate group in the protection of property rights in agricultural 
land; is a joint shareholder in, and also the further distributor of, 
pasture rights and habitation sites for the summer, as well as some 
agricultural fields; and consequently constitutes a neighbor group, 
at least in the summer season, a group for cooperative herding and 
transportation, etc. It thus regulates and shares jointly in many 
privileges, and plays dominant role in daily life. 

Relevance of lineage in revenge. With respect to joint sharing of 
jural responsibilities, as contrasted to privileges, the agnatic lineage is 
of far less importance. Most offences are regarded as public offences, 
in that the whole community, through its village council, considers 
and determines the p i l t ,  and the actor is held individually respon- 
sible for his action. The right to blood revenge is recognized, as 
a privilge of the bereaved. It devolves on the closest agnatic rela- 
tive - i. e. on he who inherits from the dead person. Revenge is 
directed against the murderer himself, and is transferred from him 
only if he is out of reach, and then only to his very closest agnatic 
relatives. Thus, though there is evidence of patrilineal transfer of 
the privilege to revenge, and of the responsibility for murder, this 
is limited to very close agnates and is not the concern of the larger 
lineage. 

Village councils and lineages. The main area of articulation of 
the descent organization and the organization based on territorial 
criteria is in administration. All matters of public concern are 
properly the subject of discussion and decision in a village or district 
council. Such councils are composed of all, or at least representatives 
of all, the landowning peasants of a traditionally and geographically 
delimited area. All members of the council have an equal right to 
speak. Unanimity is unneccessary, though desirable; a majority deci- 
sion, or more properly general acclaimation, suffices. Thus, in the 
formal constitution of the council, membership is defined by a 
purely territorial criterion, and descent or membership in an agnatic 
lineage is irrelevant. However, a sparliamentary% procedure like this 
can hardly be imagined to operate without some development of 
organized parties or factions. In Kohistan, at any rate, the procedures 
and type of discussion presupposes the existence of a further, media- 



ting system of groups. This system is supplied, in the main, by the 
descent organization. Agnatic kinship is utilized to form coalitions 
between council members, and thus the agnatic lineages emerge as 
factions within the village council. However, such more or less 
spontaneous, or at least informal, coalitions and factions do not 
follow the genealogical alignments completely; friendship, matri- 
lateral kinship, and political opportunism all appear to play a role, 
and the expression of the descent organization as factions in the 
territorial councils is thus obscured and complicated in numerous 
ways. 

One further complication arises. Since land ownership is tradition- 
ally associated with lineage organization in somewhat varying ways 
in the different communities, any territorial group should properly 
constitute an agnatic descent group, and territorial criteria of mem- 
bership should be freely translatable to the idiom of lineage member- 
ship. This circularity can never be fully realized, and the resulting 
discrepancies are evidenced in the discongruity between genealogies 
and actual descent groups, and in the various problems of becoming 
adopted as a member of the community, discussed in the body of 
the text. 
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Figzcre 7.: Consanguineal kinship terms of Western (left) and Eastern (right) 
dialects of Kohistai. 

SiSo: Khwarei = Pashto term. Fa: for Bah - also alternative term Mahlo. 

W. E. 
fabrwi: pichei lukutja 
mobrwi: mwoli moyl 
brwi & 
fabrsowi: kaki zhazei (W..: only if husband is senior to ego) 
FaBrDaHu & 

FaSiHu: - Kaka (Pashto for FaBr, vocative term of respect) 



Figure 8 . :  Consanguinal kinship terms of Giwri of Kalam. 

sowi & 
brsowi: bao bao (W.: also for sisowi) 
JrBr : - Jelcho 
WiBr: Zhawanzho Zhawanzha (W.:  also for DaHu, BrDaHu, SiHu, SiDaHu) 
wisi: - serei 
WiFa: - Shewur 
wimo : - ichosh 



Figure 9.: Consanguinal kinship terms of Torwili of Bahrein. 



APPENDIX I. 

MYTHOLOGY, INDUS KOHISTAN. 

Rivalry between lineages, their claims to status, and their relation to other 
groups is mainly discussed inthhe context of mythology, and some of this semi- 
history might be offered as an illustration of the mode in which such claims and 
thoughts are framed. The time and circumstances of conversion to Islam figure 
prominently. 

Relating t o  caste status: 

Duber: The separation of the Mullah-Shidom lineages from the Kamundsu- 
Biju lineages in two castes is justified by the claim that the latter accepted Islam 
later, and are thus to be despised. Only after a while did the Mullah khel decide 
to grant them any right to land. 

Kandia': The same barrier between the Mullah-Shidom-Shibiz lineages and the 
lineages of the lower caste in Kandii is here explained in slightly different terms: 
due to the nature of their apical ancestor, B ib i  Ji, the Mullah khel claims to be 
of saintly descent, i. e. Mians, and thus belong to a separate caste. However, they 
relate an injunction by B ib i  Ji that they should always recognize the descen- 
dants of ShSrrni, his father's brother, as their equals - consequently the Shidom 
and Shibiz  lineages, descended from Shirrni, are included in this highest caste. 

Patan: The corresponding separation in Patan arose at an unspecified time in 
the past. Once the armies of the whole eastern dialect group went to Swat, where 
they looted but had decided in advance not to take any male prisoners. However, 
a man from Bannkott did take a young boy by the name Ni l  along home. When 
he disclosed the presence of a male prisoner, all the families claimed him - so 
they took council and decided the boy could chose his own master. Secretly a 
descendant of Swarr approached the boy a night, promising to treat him well 
if he chose him as a master. Nil  said ahow do I recognize you in the council?, 
The man answered: cBy a small yellow spot beside the iris in the white of my 
eye.>> The next day, Ni l  recognized him and selected him. Later he married a 
girl of lower caste (from where?), had two sons, and the lineages Nilo khel and 
Pakra khel are descended from them. They were later given some land, but the 
caste barrier is maintained. 

Relating to  ancestors and claims to  status. 

Duber-Kandii:  (Mullah khel version, told in Pashto). Kandi was the king 
of the area, the ruler of 80 fortified towers, at the time when B i b i  Ji, the son 
of Behtim, was conceived. During pregnancy, his mother felt strange and unusual 
movements in her womb - the foetus was going through the motions of the 
Moslem prayer. This he continued after birth, so his mother was afraid of him. 



H e  refused her breast - so she threw him into the forest and returned to the 
village. After a while she came back, and found him sucking the milk of a 
goat. On  her approach the goat fled - but the child again refused her milk, 
so she returned to the village. For three months, the child lived alone in the 
forest with the goat - then one day he came to the rock behind the present 
mosque in T6ti (L. Kandii valley) and called to prayer. Kandi decided to kill 
him, but the knife could not harm his throat. B i b i  Ji said: uI have come by 
order of God, So Kandi became very kind to him, gave him custard (hilowa) 
and eggs and all good things to keep him quiet. 

Ddodd, the sister's son of Kandi, went to Kibulgrim and was converted by 
Akhund Sadiq Bib6 and Mian Biqi Bibi .  He  told them that his nation was 
pagan, and urged them to convert Kohistan. (Only some versions credit Ddodd 
with this initiative.) They approached with a great army, but were unable to 
defeat Kandi - so they decided he must have powerful allies. B i b i  Ji was only 
a small boy then - but Mian Biqi Bib6 saw him, and suspected him of being 
the power behind Kandi. They spoke to Bib6 Ji, and instructed him to convince 
Kandi to be come a Moslem. B ib i  Ji took council with Kandi, who refused. When 
BibL Ji reported his failure to the assembled Moslems, they asked <why do you 
live with this pagan?, &He is kind to me and gives me eggs,>> answered B ib i  Ji. 
a1 shall give you the mother of eggs,>> replied Mian Biqi Bib i ,  and gave him a 
hen. So Bib6 Ji joined the Moslem army, and Kandi lost the battle - he himself 
was killed, and his three sons fled to Yisin, where their descendants are called 
Rij igin (= Kings). 

Mian Biqi B ib i  and Bibi  Ji then travelled to Bittirrai across the Indus, there 
lived a holy man by the name Duk6. They stayed with him and married his two 
daughters - thus B i b i  Ji's claim to saintly status is confirmed by his being given 
the daughter of a Saint in marriage. His descendants form the Mullah khel. 

Patan: Apical ancestors: Zuqum was an Arab king. The proof of Arab descent 
is (1) The caste barrier they maintain against lower people, such as nomads and 
weavers, just like Arabs do. ( 2 )  They carry their loads on the back (in a primitive 
rucksack arrangement) as do Arabs (!), not, as all other peoples, on their head. 
( 3 )  The lower leg of the pant is tight right up to the knee (they were however 
unable to show any specimen of such pants) in Arab fashion (sic!). 

His son Q i q i n  lived in Hindustan. He  murdered one of the disciples of the 
Saint by the name Ajmir Sharif, and was forced to flee up  into the mountains. 
Q i q i n  was a magician, he fled in the form of an eagle, and landed at Bannk6tt. 
There he stayed with two men, but he was cruel to them, and they decided to  
kill him. Being a magician, he understood their evil plans; he flew away and settled 
on the high Lashgelesh mountain by the Indus. In Mahar, below the mountain, 
there lived a man with his daughter. Q i q i n  used to fly there, change himself 
back into human form, and sleep with the girl while the father was away. 
Eventually, she gave birth to a child. Her father asked how this could be, there 
was no other human being here. Then she told of the eagle-man who came regu- 



larly. Qiq in  then settled with them and married her, and the family increased, 
his descendants have spread from there to their present area. 

Conversion falls at the time of Bder, Dhirrit, Kasho, and Serkan, the founders 
of the major lineages. Each lineage gives its own version of the event: 

Swarr khel, the descendants of Kasho and Serkan claim to be the first converts 
to Islam, and thus the most pious. 

Bder khel grant them being the first, but emphasize the forcible nature of their 
conversion, having accepted it from Mian Biqi B ib i  under pressure from his army. 
Bder had gone off hunting, was away when this occurred; on his return, his mother 
informed him of what had happened. H e  then went to the Karma valley (the 
closest Pathan area) to the village of Damhwi; there the people were ready for 
prayer. He  joined the congregation as he was, wearing skin leggins and without 
washing himself. O n  completing their prayers, the people abused him for coming 
to the Mosque like that. But Rasul, a holy man there, defended him, sent the 
people off, and instructed ~ d e r  in the particulars of Islam. kder thus became the 
first voluntary convert to Islam. 

Seowal, the descendants of Dhirut ,  were driven out of Patan in a political con- 
flict where ~ d e r ,  their lineage brother, sided with the Swarr khel. The Seowal 
accepted Islam from Akhund Sadiq Bibi ,  who was a pupil of Pir B i b i  of Bunir, 
and came after Mian Biqi Bibi ,  converting not by force, but by persuasion. Still 
this would place their conversion later than that of the Swarr and ~ d e r  lineages. 
The Seowal therefore claim the mosque adventure in Karrna for their ancestor 
Dhirrit - he embraced Islam, and died in Karorra leaving three pagan sons in 
Seo. These sons were converted by Akhund Sadiq B ib i  - after the Patanwlls - 
but the lineage can claim the first Kohistani Moslem as their ancestor. 
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